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mtierray
Work On Four-Lane To Begin In April

641 Paving Contract Awarded

SURE SIGN OF SPRING — Mike Finley, left, and his father, AM. Finley,
both of Murray, get ready for spring by lowering and cleaning out their
purple martin house. The insect-feeding martins, expected soon from their
wintertime haven in Central America, are known not to return to a
previous nesting house unless all the old nests and litter have been
removed. If they return to the Finleys' house this year, it will be their frith
consecutive year to do so.

A $5.2 million contract for the surfacing and incidental construction
along the new four-lane section of U. S.
641 between Murray and Benton has
been awarded to the Jim Smith Contracting Co., Grand Rivers, the state
Department of Transportation announced today.
The award was the largest of 20 highway construction projects in Western
Kentucky coming from a bid-letting
Feb. Zt in Frankfort. The 20 projects in
West Kentucky total 68.1 million while
the statewide total was $34.8 million,
Transportation Secretary Calvin
Grayson announced.
The U. S. 641 contract calls for
"surfacing and incidental construction
on 10.3 miles of U. S.641 from the end of
the existing four-lane section north of
Murray to 5.3 miles north of the
Calloway-Marshall county line."
District highway engineer Bob
Hodges said today that the work order
on the project stipulates that the contractor must begin work not later than
April 20, 1979. Hodges said the project
should be completed by mid-July of
1980, "if we have a normal working
season." Hodges said the contract calls
for the work to be completed within 185
"working days." He said the normal
construction season is between April 1
and Dec. 1 and that 18 actual working
days a month is average.
Work on the fotir-lane project, which
begins south of Almo Heights and
concludes just south of the Benton city
limits, began in the summer of 1977.
The total cost of the more than 10 mile
project has been estimated at over $5s
million with 50 percent of the construction to be paid by the federal

government.
The new four-lane portion of the highway — 5 miles in Calloway County and
5.3 miles in Marshall County — is being
rerouted west of the present route of U.
S. 641.

contract awards included.
Marshall County — A $400,755 contract to Jim Smith for surfacing on 7.2
miles of U. S. 62 from the McCracken
County line to KY 95 and on 4.8 miles of
KY 80 from KY 58 to KY 1311.

Once completed, the highway will
provide Calloway Countians with fourlane access to the Purchase Parkway
and Interstate 24, with the exception of
a short stretch at Benton.
Other West Kentucky highway

Graves County — A $171,886 contract
to Ken-Term Construction Co., Fulton,
for surfacing on six miles of PottsvilleMelber Road (KY 945) from KY 408 to
KY 339 and six-tenths of a mile of
Mayfield-Brewers-Hardin Road (KY

Atkins Denies Rumors Dropping
Campaign For Sloane, Hubbard
State Auditor George Atkins has
scotched a notion he might drop out of
the Democratic gubernatorial primary
race and throw his support to former
Louisville Mayor Harvey Sloane or U.S.
Rep. Carroll Hubbard.
In a press conference in Wilson Hall
at Murray State University today,
Atkins said he had not been approached
by Sloane or any member of Sloane's
staff about a possible coalition.
"But if they did, I would say thanks
but no thanks," Atkins remarked.
"If he can't sell himself,I don't know
what he feels like I could do for him,
because I don't feel like I could sell him,
either," Atkins said. "It's good to know
that everyone wants me to get together
with them because it means we're out
in front and we won't get out of their
way and that's where we're going to

County Board Okays Tax Hike
The Calloway County Board of
Education approved a resolution increasing the ad valorem tax rate to 15
cents in a public hearing Monday night
at the Board of Education office.
The resolution is to go into effect July
1.
The school system also receives
money from the state, through the
Power of Equalization Program Fund.

The program works on a per-pupil basis
to equal educational opportunity based
on equivalent property tax, according
to a board spokesman. The state pays
the difference in county property
revenue in order to create an equal
learning situation. Of the 120 counties in
the state, 14 have a lower property tax
than Calloway County and nine have
the same tax.

Lucy Morgan Wright Is
Named Red Cross Director
Mrs. Lucy Morgan Wright has been
named the new executive director of
the Calloway County chapter of the
American Red Cross effective March
Mrs. Wright will replace Jean
Blankenship who has resigned from the
post after serving the local organization
for 13 years.
The selection of Mrs. Wright was
announced following a meeting of the
Red Cross board of directors Monday
afternoon. Board vice-chairman Stuart
Poston said the board interviewed "six
very capable and qualified candidates
for the position."
Of the six, Poston said Mrs. Wright
was selected because it was felt her
"experience and knowledge of
Calloway County would best serve the
board:"
Mrs. Wright, a former teacher at
Murray High School, is a native West
Kentuckian. She is the daughter of Billy
and Marguerite Morgan who live in
Murray and is presently serving as
administrative secretary of the
Calloway County CETA programs.
Her husband, David, is employed
with the state highway department.
Mrs. Wright has two sons, Eddie
Rollins, a local farmer and Richard

District Judge Sid Easley ruled
Monday afternoon that there is
"probable cause" in the robbery and
murder charge against William David
West, 24, of Route 7, Murray. The case
is expected to be presented to the
Calloway County Grand Jury on May
10.
The preliminary hearing for West.
who is charged in connection with the
,Feb. 7 murder of Charles G. Faker,
Route 8, Murray, was moved to Monday
at the request of County Attorney Max
Parker. It had previously been set for
April 11.
The hearing for Randy Barrow, 19,
also of Route 7, Murray, who is charged
with conspiracy to commit the murder
and robbery of Faker. is set for 3:30
/P.M. April 11.'

According to Dr. Jack D. Rose,
Calloway County School superintendent, the school system received
$75,000 from the fund for the present
school year on a 10 cent tax.
The top priority for revenue from the
tax increase will be for renovation and
air conditioning of Calloway County
High School, Rose said.
He added that the renovation will
include additional facilities; such as 10
classrooms, a band room, restrooms,
physical education dressing rooms,
industrial arts shop and a paint room
for the agriculture shop; and insulated
panels to replace many of the windows.
The high school has been constructed
to accomodate 750 students and present
enrollment is 920, Rose said. All construction must meet with the state fire
marshal's code, he added.
Minimum cost estimates for
recommended
additions
and
renovations required by the state fire
marshal's office are $750,000-$800,000

58 from KY 121 to the end of the curbing.
McCracken County — Two contracts
totaling $251,476 to Jim Smith for
surfacing on 5.8 miles of U. S. 45 from
the Graves County line north; seventenths of a miles of U.S.45 from U. S. 62
north; two-tenths of a miles of Locust
Lane from Maple Drive to KY 787 (Old
Calvert City Road); three-tenths of a
mile of Maple Drive from KY 131 to
Locust Lane; and one-tenth of a mile of
Maple Court from Maple Drive south.

for remodeling the high school and
$75,000- $125,000 for renovation of the
bus garage.
Quality transportation needs to be
maintained in the school district, Rose
said. The board purchased eight new
vehicles this year, at a 30.2 percent
increase over last year's cost for the
same vehicles, Rose added.
A middle school is also being constructed behind the high school and an
athletic complex is also being built for
the high school. Rose added that money
will also be used to maintain the high
school vocational classes.
The board members moved to call a
special meeting at 5 a.m. Thursday,
March 29, at the Holiday Inn
Restaurant. Agenda for the meeting
includes calendar revision, early entry
cutoff scores, personnel recommendations and new and old business.
The board will go into executive session
to discuss the personnel recommendations, Rose said.

stay. There are no arrangements and
no negotiations going on.
"There has been a lot of talk —
primarily initiated, I would feel, in the
Sloane camp — about coalition politics.
Our staff did do a little work on the
Sloane issue and made recommendations, which were that it should
not be considered. But it was strictly
from political street-talk conversations."
"There's no one thing that wins an
election," Atkins said. "It's a foundation, a building block concept. In a
race like we have, with a crowded field,
this could be one of the biggest building
blocks of any candidate's campaign.
We're talking about one of the biggest
voting blocks in the state of Kentucky."
A proposal under which either Atkins
or Hubbard would drop out of the race
for the Democratic gubernatorial
nomination and support the other has
been rejected by both, according to
reports.
Hubbard,from Mayfield, and Atkins,
former mayor of Hopkinsville,
reportedly are cutting into each other's
support in the heavily Democratic First
District and among factional foes of

Local Foster Homes
For Children Needed
Emergency shelter foster homes for
children experiencing problems in the
areas of truancy, runaway and being
beyond parental control are needed in
Calloway County.
These temporary homes are used
until other plans can be made for their
care. The homes are to be available 24
hours, seven days a week to take a
youth on an emergency short-term
basis. A boarding rate of $16 a day per
child will be paid.
Training will be provided to the
parents of these homes by the
Department of Human Resources.
Anyone interested in this opportunity
should contact the Calloway County
Bureau for Social Services at 753-5362.

Gov. Julian Carroll's administration.
But Atkins stated that Hubbard "hurts
me but does not kill me."
Atkins indicated that his stronger
opposition is U. Governor Thelma
Stovall. He said they are they only
state-wide candidates in the election.
The rest are strong just in certain
regions, Atkins added.
Getting a handle on government
spending would be the first priority of
the Atkins administration. He said that
government would have to evaluate
themselves in order to curve spending
In order to continue improvement on
higher, education, Atkins said that
"education knows best about education.
Educators live with the problems, they
know better decisions and they will
have to live with the decisions."
He added that he would be willing to
put faculty and student representatives
on the Council of Higher Education.
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increasing
cloudiness
Increasing cloudiness with a
chance of rain tonight. Lows in
low to mid 40s. Breezy and
with
Wednesday
warmer
showers and thunderstorms
likely. Highs mid to upper 60s.
Winds, becoming easterly 10 to
15 miles an hour tonight. Rain
chances are 30 percent tonight
and 60 percent Wednesday.

Stovall Cites Rural Road Need, Utility Cut
LUCY MORGAN WRIGHT
New Red Cress Director
Rollins, a junior at Murray High, and
two daughters, Rita Rollins,also a MHS
student and Laura Ann Wright, age 16
months.
"I am very honored that the board
has given me this opportunity to serve
the people of Calloway County in this
capacity," Mrs. Wright said. "1 feel the
Red Cross provides many needed
services to our community and am very
proud to be the person elected to strive
to meet the challenges which this
chapter has successfully served in the
past," she added.

The body of Eaker, 21, was
discovered the morning of Feb. 8 in a
car on KY 1551, about a mile west of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church.
Calloway County Coroner Tommy
Walker attributed Eaker's death to a
gunshot wound to the head from a .22
caliber pistol.
Witnesses testifying at the hearing
included Detective Gene Spillman of
the Kentucky State Police, Murray
Chief of Police Paul Jerry Lee,
Calloway County Sheriff Max Morris,
Deputy Sheriff David Balentine and a
17-year-old juvenile, who allegedly
witnessed the incident
No bond was set for West until the
grand Jury deliberation, and he
remains in the Calloway County Jail;

By DEBBIE N LEE
Staff Reporter
Citing the need for rural roads as the
"No. 1 issue in the state," U. Gov.
Thelma Stovall brought her campaign
for the Democratic gubernatorial
nomination to Murray Monday evening
as part of the forum for candidates
sponsored by the Murray State
University chapter of the Young
Democrats.
Speaking before approximately 30
people in the Racer Room of Roy
Stewart Stadium, Mrs. Stovall also
called for a halt in skyrocketing utility
bills.
"Many of our citizens are on fixed
incomes and simply cannot afford the
utility bills that they are being forced to
pay," the lieutenant governor said.
Noting that food, housing and heat are
essential to everyone in order to survive, Mrs. Stovall said her office
receives many letters from senior
citizens and others on tight budgets
asking for relief from the bills.
Mrs. Stovall, who said that she wants
four years as governor "to do some
things for Kentucky that need doing,"
began her political career in 1950 when
she was elected state representative
from the 38th Legislative District, a
seat which she held for three consecutive terms. She served three times
as secretary of state and twice as state
treasurer before being elected as
lieutenant governor in 1975.
"Almost everything that happens in
Kentucky goes through the office of the
secretary of state," she said, claiming
that serving in that post is the "best
education for being governor.In defending her November call for a

special session," she said, "at least the
Legislature told the governor that he
could no longer tell them how to run
their job." She stated that for too many
years the legislative and executive
functions of Kentucky government
have overlapped.
When questioned about her wellknown stand an the Equal Rights
Amendment, the lieutenant governor
admitted to being tired of the issue
"I've gone through ERA for three
terms of the Legislature," she said,
"and I think that is enough."
The Kentucky Legislature, which had
earlier ratified the ERA, rescinded its
ratification in 1978. Acting when Gov.
Julian Carroll was out of the state, Mrs
Stovall vetoed the rescission and
received nationwide attention in doing

FORUM SPEAKER — Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall, Democratic gubernatorial
hopeful, emphasized the need for rural roads and a cut in utility bills when
she spoke Monday night to the Murray State University chapter of the
Young Democrats. Mrs. Stovall is the fourth gubernatorial candidate to
speak at the YD continuing forum for all candidates for governor and
lieutenant governor.
Staff Photo bv Debbie NI I et.
special session of the Kentucky
Legtslature, Mrs. Stovall said that
although all the issues she had hoped

would be acted upon had not been, the
call had not been in vain
"If we got nothing eLse out of the

"When President Lincoln signed the
Emancipation Proclamation, it was
thought that all people were made firstclass citizens," she said. "However, 202
years later, white and black women are
still not first-class citizens," she continued.
Mrs. Stovall said she felt there should
be no time limit for the states to ratify
the ERA as a constitutional amendment since "it took 79 years to get
women the right to vote."
Saying that she had not been in favor
of the Judicial Article in 1976 which
overhauled Kentucky's court system,
the lieutenant governor stated that
"while some of it may be excellent, it
has completely changed all of the
state's 120 counties." She noted that
citizens would have to live with the
system until at least 1980 when the issue
could be placed on the ballot again
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Special Displays--

Blakely-Lampkins
Wedding Planned

Mineral And Fossil Shark
Teeth Now At The Library
The mineral collection now
on display at the Calloway
County Public Library is
owned by Mrs. John Ruiz of
Murray, who started the
serious collecting of mineral
'- specimen about six years ago
after seeing a private
collection in Florida.
"I started reading about the
minerals found all over the
world and how many of the
areas are being destroyed by
man in the name of progress,"
she stated.
"I realized," Mrs. Ruiz
continues, "that one day
children will only be able to
see the beautiful crystals in
books, museums or private
collections. I want to leave my
grandchildren something that
can be passed on from
generation to generation," she
said.
Along with collecting
mineral specimen, Mrs. Ruiz
does lapidary work which is
the cutting arid polishing of
stones.
Also on display at the Public
Library are the fossil shark
; teeth found by Mr. and Mrs.
: Carl Hendrickson on the
• Florida beaches at Venice and
Englewood. Teeth are usually

7)e

Frances Drake

FOR WEDNESDAY,MARCH 28, 1979
It's one of those days when
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what the line is always busy
the stars say, read the ifyou're trying to place a call.
forecast given for your birth Romantic possibilities are
intriguing.
Sign.
VIRGO
ARIES
Aug. 23 to Sept. 221 11P%.
YVA
.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
A family member may
Make amends to a friend provide you with an answer to
who feels slighted. A partner a problem re finances. Still, it
or close ally may seem set in
may be too soon to put the plan
Zella Covington opened her his ways. preams are in- in action.
home for the meeting of the spirational.
LIBRA
Ann Hasseltine Sunday School TAURUS
iSept. 23 to Oct. 22)-n-n
Class of the Memorial Baptist ( Apr. 20 to May 20) ti
By stressing the affection
You may be uncertain as to you feel for someone special
, Church held on Monday,
March 5, at 7 p.m. with Laura how you can help a partner or over other factors, you'll
Jennings, president, leading close ally with problems. avoid the possibility of an up
Trust intuition re joint and down day.
the opening prayer.
The devotion was presented finances.
SCORPIO
by Mrs. Covington who used GEMINI
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)Ine*
20
)111°1
9
(May
21
to
June
as her theme,"Contentment,"
By day's end you'll feel you
Mixed
trends
at
a
social
7 with scripture from Psalms
deserve the financial beefits
affair may work to your ad- that come through
and I Timothy. She also read a
work now,
vantage since they will cause as
compensation for related
poem.
you and a close one to stick
difficulties.
Pauline Wainscott led in a
together.
SAGITTARIUS
_0100.
discussion of "Ruth" and CANCER
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
closed with prayer. The June 21 to July M)e(C)
Recreational activities may
minutes were read by Alma
Let your intuition be your not be as much fun as you had
McNeely.
guide in career:related
Refreshments were served matters. You'll have to read planned, but the possibility of
by the hostess. Also present, between the lines. Possible a romantic introduction does
exist.
not previously mentioned, tension at home.
CAPRICORN
were Modelle Miller and Opha LEO
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)14ra
Krewson.
( July 23 to Aug. 22)4/24A
If you'll find a private
corner at home away from
domestic problems, you'll find
a solution for those same
!Ma
problems.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Friends are supportive on
this
day
when
cornINCLUDES
municatieng in general are
strained or subject to mix-ups.
Salad Bar, Potato.
Avoid confrontations.
Toast and Drink
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
Make sure you truly like
something before buying it, as
you could change your mind
later. Career interests bring
financial gain.
YOU BORN TODAY are
more patient than the typical
Bel-Air Center
Arien. Your originality
combined with courage makes
you a fine executive. Once you
learn to temper your impulses
with common sense you go
Tonite Is Bargain Nite
far. Politics, law, teaching,
At These Theatres
and lecturing are some of the
fields in which you can excel.
AN Seats S1.50

Covington Home Is
Scene Of Meeting

Chicken MIT
— STEAK
1DINNER

259

Miss Debra Gail Blakely
and Kary Dean Lanipkins
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Blakely aitnounce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their oldest daughter, Debra Gail,
to Kary Dean Lampkins, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Lampkins, Jr., of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Keys
Blakely and Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Wiley, all of Murray. The
groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Lampkins, Sr., of Murray and the late Mr. and Mrs. William
Delaney.
Miss Blakely will be a 1979 graduate of Calloway County
High School and is presently employed at The Specialty Shop.
Mr. Lampkins is a 1976 graduate of Murray High School
and is presently employed at the Peoples Bank of Murray.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Friday, June 8, at
7:30 p.m. at the West Fork Baptist Church.'A reception will
follow in the church fellowship hall.
. Only out of town invitations will be sent, but all friends and
relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

+HOSPITAL NEW
3-13-79
Adults 171
Nursery 15
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Compton (Paula),
1709 Plainview, Murray, Baby
Boy Mitchuson Laura), Rt. 4
Bx. 345, Benton, Baby Girl
Cook (Sylvia), Rt. 4 Bx. 239,
Murray, Baby Girl Dunn
(Sheila l, Rt. 8, Benton.
DISMISSALS
John C. Ramsey, Rt. 1
Dexter, Mrs. 011ie P. Riley,
Fern
Terrace
Murray,
Charles L. Rumfelt, Rt. 2 Bx.
79 Stuart, Tenn., Paul E.
Butterworth Sr. 2511 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Jesse
Baith, Rt. 5 Benton, Florence
Hedger, Fern
Terrace
Murray, T.C. Hargrove, Rt. I
Bx. 400 Murray, Mrs. Lassie
P. Carmickle, Rt. 1 Bx. 362
Springville, Tenn., Mrs. Judy
M. Morris and Baby Boy, Rt. 1
Bx. 116 Henry, Tenn., Mrs.
Melinda Stuber and Baby
Boy), Rt. 6 Bx. 422 Paducah,
Mrs. Shirley Cobb, Rt. 1 Big
Rock, Term., Mrs. Barbara
Smith, Rt. 2 Buchanan, Tenn.,
Steven B. Brooks, 412 East
South St., Mayfield, Henry T.
West, Rt. 1 Bx. 350 Murray,
Mrs. Jane M. Knight, 728
Fairlane Murray, Mrs. Sara
Nell Housden, 314 Woocilawn
Murray, Mrs. Helen Winsett,
Rt. 2 Springville, Tenn.,
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FIELD

The annual dessert-card
party, sponsored by the
Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club, will be
held Wednesday, March 28, at
12:30 p.m. at the club house.
This is a special event held
each year by the Garden
Department heralding the
start of spring as its fund
raising event of the year.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Kenneth Smith of Murray
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
P ADUCAH PATIENT
Charles Tolley of Murray
has bbeen a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
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Patsy Locke Leads
Program At Meet,
Coldwater Women
Patsy Locke was in charge
of the program presented at
the meeting of the Coldwater
United Methodist Church
Women held on Monday,
March 5, at 7 p.m. at the
church.
The theme of the programm
was "Which Is Your Attitude
Toward The Bible?"
Subjects were discussed as
follows: "Antagonism" by
Jane Lamb; "Superstition Or
Prejudice"
by
Nancy
Haneline; "Indifference" by
Patsy Locke; "Loyalty" by
Lucille Potts; "Picture Of
What The Bible Means To Me"
by Estelle Adams.
Jane Lamb presided and
Nancy Haneline read the
minutes. Announcement was
made of the Women's
Fellowship meeting to be held
March 17 at the home of Jane
Lamb.
The closing prayer was led
by June Glass.

MAGIC

Harlem
Globetrotters
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TUESDAY, APRIL 3 - 7:30 PM
MURRAY
STATE FIELDHOUSE
admission: marred $6.00

(children 125 under, $4 001
g.a. S5.00 (children 12 & under $3 00)
On sal*: Murray Peoples Bank (Downtown). Ranh of
Murray (Downtown) and Dennison 8
Hunt Sporting Goods
Bank of Benton(Benton). Gatlin's Music Center
(Paducah). Sullivan's Drug Storit (Paris) and
Hunt's Athletic Supply (Mayfield)
INFORMATION: Marrs 153-5355

of the underlying causes, it
still is a habit
Changing habits isn't al
ways easy People give up
one bad habit and merely
substitute another one. Its
questionable whether it
would be an improvement or
not to atop biting your nails
if you ended up stuttering. If
we knew how to get people to
eliminate bad habits easily,
life would be a lot easier for
such people and the rest of
us.
People tend to substitute a
new habit for an old one. A
good method is to develop a
new good habit at the same
time you are getting rid of
an old one.
We're talking about behavior modification and
your friend might get some
useful suggestions from a
psychologist or psychiatrist
An evaluation of your
friend's lifestyle and habits
do you think middle-aged might suggest a suitable
people still chew or pick habit replacement or other
their nails? I would think means to help eliminate nail
they would try to control this biting.
in the presence of others, as
DOES YOUR personality
it usually disgusts those determine if you're going to
around them. How could one have a heart attack or not?
help such a friend? What Readers who want the facts
should one do to try to stop on this can send 50 cents
nail biting or picking at their with a long, stamped, selffingers? Is it a lack of addressed envelope for The
something in the person? If Health Letter number 4-1,
a parent does it, I presume a Behavior Pattern, Psychochild follows suit and makes logical Factors, Stress and
the habit.
Heart Disease. Address your
DEAR READER -- request to Dr. Lamb,in care
You've used the right term, of this newspaper, P.O. Box
it's a habit. It may be caused 1531, Radio City Station,
by nervousness. Regardless New York, NY 10019.

the baby and its eventual
birth, genetically the baby
will have none of Mrs.
Smith's genes That means
the baby will not inherit any
of Mrs. Smith's characteristics. However, emotional attachment and binding between child and mother will
be between Mrs. Smith and
the baby, assuming that after birth Mrs. Smith raises
the baby.
Theoretically, if Mrs.
S011th couldn't ovulate at all
but had a normal uterus, it
might be possible to fertilize
an ovum from another
woman and implant it in
Mrs. Smith's uterus so she
could have a pregnancy.
That way some other woman
would not need to be a
surrogate _mother and to
birth a child by her husba.Mfor her.
DEAR DR. LAMB — Why

Nearing Aids priced
for any budget.
Bettond-The-Ex
Model

ihra

in.T
Model

Zenith
Maio°
Radioear
Oticon
Telex

Case-And-Cord
Model

.Free Hearing
Tests
.Batteries And
Repairs
.313-Day Money-Back
Thal Period
Eice arFt=md
rMade
Dispensing Fee)
ESTA111.1311E1 1071

STONELANO ca
HEARING AIDS
206 S. 4th St, Murray, 753-8055
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Armstrong Tredwar.the 12'
seam-saver
cushioned
do-it-yourself
floor
Just lay it down,
trim it out, and fix

Imperial Accotone
Many Styles
and
Colors
To
Choose
From

around for a long-

lasting. good-looking
cushioned vinyl floor!

Forget the hassle and
mess of tearing up your
old floor to install a new
one Tredway is the 12'
seam-saver-width cushioned vinyl floor you put
down right over what's
already there Being 12'
rooms you
also have no seams and
pattern-match problems
to worry about That's
not all .cushioned for
comfort, available in a
broad range of
effects and colors, it's
the floor to top off your
old one—

wide, in most
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George T. Robinson, Westview Nursing Home Murray,
Mrs. Donna L. Harrington, Rt.
1 Sedalia, James H.Barnhart,
Rt. 1 Bit. 62 A Mansfield,
Tenn., John D. Wall, Rt. 6 Bx.
3 Murray, Mrs. Mary Ann
Clark, 801 SO. 16th St. Murray,
Ralph D. Wright, Rt. 8 Bx.
1225 Murray, James G. Call
(expired), Rt. 2 Bx. 295 Paris,
Tenn., Grover Puckett (expired), Rt. 1 Bx. 100 Dexter.

DEAR DR. LAMB — This
Lest tube business has all of
us women talking. We've
been very interested in the
comments you've made
about surrogate mothers
and babies born from artificial insemination We
wanted to know if an ovum
was fertilized in a test tube
and then implanted in some
other woman's uterus, who
would really be the mother?
I mean if the ovum comes
from Mrs. Brown and then
the fertilized ovum is implanted into Mrs. Smith's
uterus, would Mrs. Smith be
the mother or Mrs. Brown?
DEAR READER — Such
problems have already been
studied in animal breeding.
In many ways, the animal
studies are far ahead of their
human application.
Of course, the uterus is
absolutely essential to any
pregnancy, but it has nothing to do with the genetic
characteristics of the offspring. If the ovum came from
Mrs. Brown, It will have
Mrs. Brown's genes in it, not
Mrs. Smith's.
Even though Mrs. Smith's
uterus provides the environment for the development of

ICI.'seJI Dessert-Card Party
Planned Wednesday

CAP P I

1111111Chestnut

Test tube business
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

all that fossilizes of the shark, rocks or go rock hounding as it
which has no skeleton of bone, is called. This is the reason a
but rather a framework of group of people are trying to
form a Rock Club in Murray,'
cartilage.
The shells were found on the Mrs. Ruiz added.
The next meeting of the
Florida beaches at Captiva
Island, Boca Grande, Ponta Western Kentucky Rock Club
and will be held April 12 at 7:30
Gorda,
Venice
Englewood. All of the p.m. in the Community Room
locations mentioned are on the of the People's Bank on
Chestnut, and Mrs. Ruiz
West coast of Florida.
welcomes the public to attend.
Lorraine
Davis
Robert and
Other contributors to the
found the goedes froth Iowa in
the Burlington and New display at the Public Library
London area. The Illinois are Mr. and Mrs. Randolph
goedes were found in the creek Story with fosgils and slag
beds in the Nauvoo and Niota glass found in Kentucky.
"The public is invited to
areas. The drusy quartz was
found in the Potosi and Bonne come by the library and see
this interesting display," a
Terre area of Missouri.
"Many people like to collect library spokesman said.

Your Individual
Horoscope

HEALTH

TREDWAY—E/ to fit and
trim. Tredway's flexible so
it handles easily. You can
bend it up in a corner,
without cracking or creasing, and stretch it to conceal minor miscuts

design

for as little as

TREDWAY—Fastens
quickly and easily with
lust a staple gun Staple
around the edges, and
hide them with your moldtrig Where staples won't
work (over concrete), a
band of adhesive wilt

Joe Smith's
Carpet
South 4th

753 6660

.D.
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1111 HOSPITAL NEWS
3-14-79
Adults 172
Nursery 13
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Sandra J. West and
Baby Boy,950 Clark Mayfield,
Mrs. Jeanne 0. Blanton and
Baby Boy, 146 Riviera Ct.
Murray,
Mrs.
Beverly
Galloway and Baby Boy, 801
Sunny Lane, Murray, Mrs.
Linda S. Wyatt and Baby Boy,
Rt. 1 Hardin, Mrs. Donna S.
Spann, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs.
Mildred P. Bell, 403 So. 9th St.
Murray, Rue C. Overby, 1630
Farmer Ave., Murray, Mrs
Jewell W.Phelps, Rt. 3 Bx. 206
Murray, Mrs. Opal Hurt, Rt. 1
Bx. 64 Kirksey, Mrs. Opal M.
Fulton, 1001 W. Main St.
Murray, James Ralph Edwards, Ftt. 1 Hazel, Mrs. Lois
H. Earhart, Rt. 1 Bx. 265
Dover, Tenn., Roy E.
Balentine, Rt. 3 Bx. 280
Murray, Mrs. Vicky Boles, Rt.
6 Benton, Mrs. Sara L.
Cohoon, 1718 Magnolia
Murray, Mrs. Susan S. Cunningham, 1407 Stadiumview
Dr. Murray, Jerry D. Edwards, Rt. 1 Dexter, Thomas
Eisenmium, Rt. 4 Murray,
Margaret D. Gray, Rt. 1 Bx.
371 Murray, Natalie Grubbs,

Rt 1 Sedalia, Mrs. Catherine
Jones, 4024 N. 1st. Murray,
Paul A. Lassiter, Rt. 4 Bx. 176
Murray, Mrs. Marie A. Miller,
Rt. 3 Bx. 317 Murray, Mrs.
Georgia Miller, Rt. 5
Mayfield, Mrs. Meooldean
Nanney, Rt. 1 Hardin, Sharon
K. Pritchard, Rt. 1 Hardin,
Mrs. Betty E. West, Rt. 3,
Benton, Ray T. Broach, Rt. 1
Murray, Mrs. Irene L. Bennett, Rt. 1 Bx. 172 Almo.

23ezniaRALPH BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Ralph,
Farmington Route 1, announce the birth of a baby boy,
Jason Neal, born on Sunday,
March 18, at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Joe E. Riley, Mayfield
Route 6, and Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Ralph, Mayfield.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Reba Turner of Hardin
Route 1 has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
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rEvents Listed For Community Calendar

PATRICIA A. JOHNSON, 17 year old daughter of Pauline
E. Johnson and the late Clyde S. Johnson of Murray, has been
selected to compete in the 1979 Miss Kentucky Teen USA
Pageant to be held at the Hyatt Regency Hotel, Lexington,
June 16. The pageant is the official state finals for the Miss
Teen USA Pageant to be held in Albuquerque, N. M., in
November. Among the prizes the state winner will receive
will be an all-expense paid trip to compete in the national
finals at Albuquerque. National prizes will include $15,000 in
scholarships, 62,000 wardrobe, a new automobile for the
reigning 3,'ear, and a 92,000 personal appearance contract.
Contestants will be judged on scholastic and civic
achievements, beauty, poise, and personality. Littleton's,
Tabers' Body Shop, Ezell Beauty School, and Peoples Bank
will be local sponsors for Miss Johnson.

DON'T*All.

LOSE AND
BECOME...
A WINNER

Wilma Robards,
Consultant

Thursday, March ZS
Tbooft.mord'21
erearmodisitde !Wes with
North Calloway FlawnPritary
contestants
School PTC will meet at the appeaMilleib
school at 7 p.m. with trans Artemis*, Mississippi,
fair Louisiana, Alabama, Tenscience
children's
name and Murray will open
projects on exhibit.
at the West Kentucky
Show
and
International Film Festival Livestock
showing at Murray State Exposition Center, College
University has been chimed Farm Road,at 7:30 p.m.
to April 4.
Home Gardening with start
of
new plants will be at
Murray Art Guild will be
open from 12 noon to 4 p.m. in Empire Farm, Land Between
observance of National Art the Lakes, from 8:30 a.m. to
4:30p.m.
Week.

qa4

Shoe Store
Court Square

A madly flattering sandal of soft kid
urethane, designed on a flexible, easy
going sole.

Block Patent
Bone
White
Pastel Multi

Crystal

Murray State will play
Faculty trombone recital by
Memphis State in tennis at
2:30 p.m. at the University Marta Hofacre, instructor in
the Department of Music,
Courts.
Murray State University, will
be at 8:15 p.m. in the Farrell
Wednesday, March 28
Recital Hall.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from 12 noon to 4 p.m.

WEIGHT...IT ROBS
US OF OUR APPEARANCE
.. is a threat to our health and happiness. You have
counted calories, taken shots, tried exercise, drugs
shocks and fad diets NOTHING SEEMS TO WORK.
THAT IS, UNTIL NOW. The A.S.M. Control Center can
otter a method and technique to help you control
and suppress your compulsive appetite. Interested?
Thousands have been helped using the A.S.M.
Control System Method. Call today 753-9909. It
may change your life style! Personal and group
consultations

Wedessisy,March LI
Tuesday, March 27
Annual dessert card party
Murray
High
School
Boosters Athletic Association by the Garden Department of
will sponsor a volleyball and the Murray Woman's Club will
basketball game between the be held at the club house at
faculty and representatives of 12:30 p.m. Tickets are $2.50
the association at 7 p.m. at the per person.
high school gym.
Make-Up Festival for local
Murray Art Guild will be
children of all ages will be
open from 12 noon to 4 p.m. in
held at the Calloway County
observance of National Art
Public Library at 3:30 p.m.
Week.
This is being sponsored by the
Murray-Calloway County
Murray TOPS (take off Community Theatre.
pounds sensibly) Club is
scheduled to meet at the
County
Murray-Calloway
Health Center at 7 p.m.
Board of Realtors will meet at
11:30 a.m. at the Triangle
Eighth annual leadership Restaurant with Dr. Jack
conference of Future Business
Rose as speaker.
Leaders of America from
West Kentucky high schools
will be at Murray State
Thursday, March 29
University. Call 762-2998 for
East Calloway Parentinformation.
Teacher Club will meet at 7
p.m. at the school
Tuesday, March 27
Variety Show will be held at
7 p.m. by the Parent-Teacher
on
hearing
Public
Club of North Calloway Educational Impact 1978 will
Elementary School.
be held at 6 p.m.at the library
of the Calloway County High
Phi Mu Alpha Musicale is School. All parents and inscheduled at 8:15 p.m. at terested citizens are invited to
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts attend.
Center,
Murray
State
University. This is free and
open to the public.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from 12 noon to 4 p.m. in
Panel of six field grade observance of National Art
officers from the Army War Week.
College will have discussions
throughout the day in Room
"Gold Dust" will be
208, Faculty Hall, Murray
'resented by Actor's Theatre
State University. The public is
of Louisville at 8 p.m. at the
invited and there is no charge.
Murray State University
Theatre. Admission will be 63
Bible Journaling Class of or by season ticket.
First Christian Church will
meet at the home of Corine
Ellis Center will be open
McNutt at 7 p.m.
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
"Medical Ethics Workshop activities by the Murray
will be from 2 to 4:30 p.m. in Senior Citizens with devotion
Mason Hall, Murray State at 10:05 a.m., lunch at noon,
University.
and table games at 1 p.m.

KEWE BERRY, winner of the Calloway County drawing
for the National library Sweepstakes Contest, and her
mother, Mrs. Olian Berry look over the schedule of events to be held in Frankfort March 31 at a luncheon hosted
by Governor and Mrs. Julian Carroll and daughter, Ellie.
Seven-year-old Kellie is an avid reader who likes books
about animals, particularly. The Berry family moved to
Murray from Texas in 1977 and are excited about the trip
to the State Capitol.

First Baptist Church WMU
Council meeting will be at 1
p.m. in the conference room at
the church.

Now Enjoy Our

Spaghetti Special

Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center with lunch at 12 noon
and craft lesson to follow.

at

Two Places!

Ladies day luncheon will be
served at 12 noon at the
Murray Country Club with
Jana Hughes as chairman.

Pat Kiesow Leader
For Program For
Methodist Women
Pat Keisow was the leader
for
the
program
on
"Broadening Our Vision of
Wholeness" at the meeting of
the First United Methodist
Church Women held on
Tuesday, March 6, at 10 a.m.
in the Hale Chapel of the
church.
She was assisted by Barbara Brandon, Barbara
Erwin, Joane Mischke, and
Thelma Bailey in the program
presentation.
Mrs. Kiesow was introduced
by Irma La Follette.
Modest Jeffrey, president,
presided with reports being
given by Frances Sexton,
secretary, and Maybell Byers,
treasurer.
Hostesses for the coffee
hour at 9:30 a.m. were
members of the Maryleona
Frost Circle.

Italian Spaghetti
Special
With

Garlic Bread

and

2 Price On

Combination Salad (with Meal

9

Inside

,

./1
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We make house calls, every afternoon.
Guaranteed.
You don't get many services these days, but
there's one that's still available. Convenient
home delivery of The Murray Ledger &
Times,every day.
Give us a call now and we'll have The Murray
Ledger & Times delivered to you
like we said, it's guaranteed If your Murray

Ledger & Times ever arrives wet or torn, or
doesn't arrive at all, call us between 5:30-6
PM. We'll send a car out with a fresh copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times to your door that
very evening.
Now's the time to arrange for our guaranteed
"house call" service. All it takes is a phone
call.

ierray
Ledger & Times

Dining

WYATT BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Dannie
Michael Wyatt, Hardin Route
1, are the parents of a baby
boy, Jeremy Scott, weighing
eight pounds II ounces,
measuring 20 inches, born on
Wednesday, March 7, at 12:25
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have another son,
Jeffrey Michael, 7. The father
is employed as a chemical
operator with Vanderbilt
Chemical, Murray, and the
mother, the former Linda
Hutchens, is on leave as
secretary at the Jackson
Purchase Parkway,Benton.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Dan Wyatt of Alin()
Route I and Mr. and Mrs.,
Doris Hutchens of Hardin
Route 1. Great grandparents
are Mrs. Genetta Harrison of
Hardin Route 1, Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Hurt, 1004 Olive Street,
Murray, and Mr. and Mrs.
Connie Wyatt, Almo Route 1.

Only

Super Special For Kids
Spaghetti and Salad

Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p.m.
Includes As Always

FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS

You Can't Eat This Good
at home for 99'
NOW LUXURIOUS
DINING FOR
380 PEOPLE

2
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Thanks To Workers
Dear Editor:
.• I chose to move to Murray 614 years
;:ago, yet it wasn't until the death of my
:lather in February and the co-operation
:,71 received as general chairman of the
.
::45th annual Music Department Style
:Ahows which were presented on
i:irfuesday, March 20, that I fully realized
:liow very wonderful the people of
:Murray are!
Work began in earnest last August
and I only wish I could thank everyone
who participated all as number one - at
the same time. Nonetheless, my
'gratitude goes to Cecelia Brock for her
-untiring and enthusiastic co-operation
:
As chairman of the models and stores.
"Those showing fashions both at the
:.:"Fashions and Foods a la Marshall
•Tield and Company" and for the
evening "Mirrors of Spring" were
:l3right's, Cherry's and Cherry Branch,
::Littleton's, Mademoiselle, The Shoe
:-:Tree, The Showcase and The Tux Shop.
Those same stores provided gifts for
::door prizes for both shows. Thank you!
And thanks to Wanda Dick and Sadie
Jones who coordinated the models.
"Tickets and programs were the
:-responsibility of Becky Jo Jones and
:she did a "bang-up" job. I must thank
:her mother, Mrs. Robertson, for doing
' so much typing, too. And our thanks to
Creative Printing for donating the
tickets and for printing the programs.
Lyle Underwood is special, too.
Kathryn Carman took charge of
publicity which, of course, was a large
;.part of the reason we had such large
-7numbers at both style shows. My
thanks to Kay as well as The Murray
,:Ledger and Times, WSJP ( particularly
:-for calling and doing an in-depth in:i.terview and follow-up), WKMS-FM and
::WNBS. The mirrors, courtesy of
.• Murray Home and Auto were an integral part of the decorations which
were outstanding due to Susanne Doyle
and her whole family. My thanks!
Props and lighting were courtesy of
Richard Valentine. The noon house
committee was chaired by Barbara
Brandon; the evening by Helen Wilcox.
One of the people who was everpresent, who would overhear things
which needed to be done and took it
upon herself to do them, who worked
solely behind the scenes was Polly
Garland to whom I'm much indebted.
As for the luncheon,the organizer par
excellence was Irma LaFollette. She
and her crew of 10 enthusiastic and
cheerful ladies made the "constructing" of Field's copyrighted openfaced sandwich seem an easy task. The
entire Music Department is grateful to
Kroger and Jim Wallace, manager,
who gave us much of the food; to Ryan
Milk and Flavo-Rich who gave us
cream and ice cream; and Owens Food
Market who provided us with the
meats. The evening refreshment
committee was headed by lovely Annie
Nance. JoAnne Cavitt even baked the
wedding cake.
Juanita's Florist and Gene and Jo's
provided greenery and flowers for the
basket in the Shoe Tree display
(respectively). The flowers for the
wedding party in the evening show
were so graciously given us by the
Poppy Shoppe and Art and Barbara
Jewell. And in the evening, Norinne
Winter was narrator, and she made the

Low Down
.104.&UM!)
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10 Years Ago
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NEW OR USED?

boiled dressing and also helped make
the sandwiches for the luncheon.
The list seems endless, yet there are
many people whom I'll only be able to
thank in person and or in my heart. Our
pianist at noon was Richard Jones and
Suzande Johnson tinkled the ivories in
the evening. John Johnson, a high
school junior, operated both the
spotlight (roving) and the other
stationary spots. What a nice young
man!
Oh, I must not forget the midnight
ride to Chicago to pick up the flyers and
the Frango Mint liqueur at Marshall
Field and Company and the lady who
accompanied me, Neva Gre
Allbritten.
And to Betty Lowry, chairman of the
Music Department of the Woman',
Club, who got me into this whole
business. . . and who provided me with
invaluable advice and encouragement.
But, most of all, to all those 111 who
came to the luncheon and the nearly 200
who attended the evening "performance," my thanks again and
again; with everyone's participation
and cooperation, we of the Music
Department hope to make more money
for music scholarships than ever
before.
Thank you all - each and every one with all my heart and deepest appreciation!!!
Carole R. Hahn
Irene Terrace,
Murray, Ky.
P.S. How could I forget that we were
privileged to have a professional
photographer at the evening style show,
thank you, Gale Waddlington.

ii

Garrott's Galley

Agrees

RAIF1rrir
FNand*

Congressional
Record

(,urrott

it" that no one in the room could name
the "Fabulous Five."
Having been in Harlan, whose Wah
Wah Jones was one of them, at the
time, I quietly clicked them off in my
mind - Alex Grow, Ralph Beard,
Jones, Cliff Barker, Rollins and
Barnstable. But that was six. I wasn't
sure whether it was Rollins or Barnstable who was the fifth starter, and I
kept quiet. It was Rollins.
No one called his hand, and he soon
made his way happily down the hall,
but not before loudly proclaiming that
he would be in Cincinnati the following
day to see "the Bird" and Indiana
State play Oklahoma in the NCAA.
+++
We saw Jim Calvin, the former
assistant to Fred Overton at Murray
State. Jim is head coach at Amarilla
(Tex.) Junior College and had a 21-9
season this year. His team barely
missed their national tournament,
getting beat by Western Texas by one
point with a basket with seven seconds
left on the clock.
Jim competes in a 10-team league
covering eight states and ranging from
Pensacola, Fla., to western New
Mexico.
+++
We also had a nice visit with Lake
Kelly, the personable former Austin
Peay coach who just the other day
resigned as coach at Oral Roberts
University in Tulsa. We knew Lake
and his wife, Marty, when he was an
assistant at Morehead and were
shocked by the passing of time when
he said Lake, Jr., barely more than a
toddler when we knew them, was now
15 years old and 6' 6" tall. "I'm
growing my own recruits now," he
laughed, in no way hinting he soon was
to leave Oral Roberts.
Bill Musselman, the state amateur
golf champion and a very personable
young man, came by to visit with us as
did Don Phelps, son of UK football
great Dopey Phelps of the George
Blanda era. Don is with the Kentucky
Welfare Department and investigates

welfare frauds. More power to him!
+++
It was an exciting experience, attending the tournament, and I apparently have caught the fever of
"March Madness." Already, I'm
looking forward to being in Louisville
for next year's tournament.

Funny,
Funny World
Gladys Borharn had lived most of her
life on a farm. She had married young,
and raised 8 children of her own. She
had fed them and all the farm hands,
done her own housework, and helped
with the chores. In all her life, she had
never had a sick day.
The local doctor asked her secret
"Everyday." she said, "I meet young
women with only one or two children,
and whose homes are filled with
modern conveniences to lighten their
work. Yet nearly all of them suffer
from nerves, aches and pains, or
exhaustion. How, in all these years,
have you been able to keep from having
a nervous breakdown?"
"Well, Doctor," answered Mrs.
Borham with a sigh, "I've always
wanted to have a nervous breakdown,
but each time I felt I was about ready to
have one, it was time to fix somebody a
meal."

Bible Thought
What doth the Lord require of
thee, but to do justly, and to love
merry and to walk humbly with thy
God? Micah 6:8.
If you are seeking the
Lord's will

for your life, here's a good place in
begin.

4.-rsh.f

The Story Of
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Calloway County
1822-1976

erothy and Kerby Jennings
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In the evolution of the death and burial process, a member of
the bereaved family would take the measurement of the deceased
by using a switch to draw the exact line for the length of the coffin.
The switch would be carried by a somber member of the family,
standing upright in an open two-horse wagon, to the source of the
cabinet maker available in Hazel, Almo and Murray. The appearance of the man with the switch on the wagon was the communication a death had occurred and immediately translated by on-lookers
as a signal to share in mourning without even as much as a word
being spoken.
These reflections are not intended to magnify out of reality the
sympathetic affections of early people of Calloway County, but arc
intended to leave a pattern for future generations. Particularly for
the aged for in years gone by there was not the myriad of governmental agencies to provide necessities, comforts and concern as arc
provided today. The nearest of kin provided the aged with a home
as the rule was an iron-clad custom of the family. In fact, it has been
a rule handed down for hundreds of years for most societies, reaching religious proportions under Confuscianism. The immediate
family held the highest priority, naturally, mother and father, brother
or sister, grandpa and grandma, very much in that order. The aged
shared with the rest of the family the home, meals, social relationships, fireside and chores. Just one big happy family. In fact, it
was commonplace for an uncle, aunt, or cousin to share the home
of a more distant relative. In many instances, although more rare,
even a neighbor who had no surviving relatives would be admitted
into a home as a member of the family. It may be that modern
society demands too much of family life to expect a perpetuation
of the aging custom, but to many observers of the past generation,
unfortunately, the grapes are sour.

To Be Continued

Gary Wayne Boyle, James Houaden,
Robert Steven Lax, and Wendell
Yearry were inducted into the Army in
the March draft call from Calloway
County, according to Mrs. Guasie
Adams, executive secretary of Local
Board No. 10, Selective Service.
Deaths reported indude Mrs. Johnnie
S. Ahart, 78.
Three students at Murray State
University have been cited for "obtaining communication services by
fraud" from the South Central Bell
Telephone Company, according to
records of the Murray Police Department.
Kay Pirikley, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. L. K. Pinkley of Murray, will
represent Murray State University at
the Mountain Laurel Festival, Pine
Mountain, May 23-25.
Elected as officers of the Murray
Woman's Club for 1969-70 were Mrs.
Don Keller, Mrs. James E. Garrison,
Mrs. Matt Sparkman, Mrs. John
Gregory, Mrs. Pearl Tucker, and Mrs.
Purdom J. Outland.
Paducah Tilghman, First Regional
champions, lost to St. Xavier in the
Kentucky High School Boys Basketball
Tournament.

20 Years Ago

It's Easy To Get Caught Up In
The 'Sweet Sixteen'Excitement

I'm getting there. Slowly but surely,
I'm becoming a full-fledged Kentuckian despite my Tennessee birth.
I've been humbled by Lincoln's
birthplace at Hodgenville. I've spent a
night at Shakerstown, enjoyed the
music of Stephen Foster at Bardstown,
squeezed through ''Fat Man's Misery"
in Mammoth Cave, passed through
Cumberland Gap, been involved in a
Harlan County shoot-out feud and even
skipped rocks on the Mississippi at
Mills Point.
I've never seen a Kentucky Derby,
though, but if you folks will help us
elect Mancil Vinson commissioner of
agriculture in the May primary, that,
Dear Editor:
too, may be within my grasp. He has
I, too, agree with attorney Bill
promised me a grandstand seat at one
Phillips' views regarding reading the
if he makes it.
Bible and playing hymns over the air.
A couple weeks ago, however, I
We need more of it and "less bally-hoo"
climbed one rung closer up the ladder
by people such as Ms. Schikler.
to becoming a truly, dyed-in-the-wool
To my way of thinking her reasons
Kentuckian when I was exposed for the
are asinine, and if she knows how to
first time to the "March Madness" of
operate a radio she can turn it off or
the state high school championship
change stations and thank God she lives
basketball tournament, held this year
in &country where she can make such a
in Lexington.
choice.
+++
Sincerely,
I was there for two reasons: To help
Danny M. Rogers
out with a Murray State hospitality
Riviera Courts, Murray
room in the Hyatt-Regency for alumni,
coaches, school people and friends of
the university attending the tournament at Rupp Arena next door, and
IT
to root for my high school alma mater
- Mayfield.
When I went to Mayfield High,
football was king, just as it is today.
Our basketball team wasn't much. I
don't recall one of them ever surviving
even the first round of the district. The
big basketball schools like Brewers
and Cuba went to - and even won the "Sweet Sixteen" state classic.
I was quite impressed with Rupp
Arena. It's a tremendous facility, but
the Hyatt-Regency itself-at $60 a day
for a double room - is highly overrated. The rooms are small and the
snail-like elevators inadequate in size
and number, giving a fellow plenty of
exercise on the stairs, but the people
are nice and knock themselves out To
FROM THE
please.
++
I enjoyed watching the people
almost as much as wAiching Roger
Fields jockey the CaWnals into the
semi-finals. Roger we've known for a
long time, he having visited in our St.
Louis home when he was a student at
Murray State.
rate of growth of demand for unleaded
Among the "celebrities" seen
gasoline was outstrtpping the domestic
moving
through the crowds were Gov.
refiners' ability to produce the needed
Julian Carroll, four of the Democratic
supply..
candidates for governor - Carroll
"I also intend to introduce soon this
Hubbard, Terry McBrayer, Ralph
session a bill to encourage the exGraves
and George Atkins—and Paul
inrefining
pansiom of our domestic
Horning, the former Green Bay
dustry to meet our domestic needs..."
Packer running back.
++ -SHappy Chandler was there, wearing
CRUMP'S GRASS
his familiar Kentucky Wildcat winROOTS COMMENT
dbreaker and thoroughly enjoying
Here is a piece of testimony that
himself as he grasped outstretched
proved to be false; at best misleading.
hands
and shouted greetings to
Having the facts buried in the
friends.
Congressional Record makes it difficult
The proverbial ticket scalper
no
for the public to take seriously the
one knew his name - was seen
claims of a gasoline shortage by either
repeatedly hawking his fistful of
the oil companies or the federal
tickets I couldn't understand how he
government.
could possible sell them for more than
he paid for them because the place was
Murray Ledger & Times
never more than two-thirds full. It
USPS3014700)
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Oil Union Wrong
On Gas Shortage
SENATOR J. BENNE-IT JOHNSTON (La.) "...On December II, 1978
the Committee on Energy and Natural
Resources held a hearing to secure
Information why certain major refiners
were requesting from the Department
of Eney the authority to allocate their
avail le supplies of gasoline to
wholesalers and marketeers.
"An important witness was a
representative from the Oil, Chemical,
and Atomic International Union. OCAW
is the union whose membership keeps
our domestic refineries running. . The
substance of the gentleman's testimony
turned out to be an allegation that there
was no shortage but instead whatever
situation did exist was.
'Purposely created for one reason-to
manipulate oil price increases and to
frighten the American people so that
price controls would be lifted.'
"This allegation was indeed a serious
one. The committee (Senator Henry
Jackson Chairman
asked the
Department of Energy to investigate,
Subsequently, the Department contacted and sent agents into the named
refineries (Texaco's Port Arthur
refinery, Union's Beaumont refinery,
Mobil's Beaumont refinery, and Shell's
Deer Park Refinery) to check
production records and other sources. .
The Department in its report back to
the Energy Committee reported that
there were no grounds to substantiate
these allegations of deliberate
manipulation of production...
"Also testifying at the hearing was
Mr. Jack O'Leary from the Depart:nett
of EfielgY wlito stressed the fletlhat fht

Looking Back

The new Lynn Grove Methodist
Church building will be ready for occupancy on Sunday, according to the
Rev. Hoyt Owen,church pastor. The old
church building burned Oct. 11, 1958.
Patricia Barrow, daughter of Mrs.
Burlin Vance, is valedictorian, and
Nets Gale Patton, daughter of J. I.
Patton and Mrs. Louise Paschall
Patton, is salutatorian of the 1959
graduating class at Hazel High School.
Work will begin soon on an addition to
the Wesley Foundation Center on the
Murray State College campus. Rickman Construction Company was the
low bidder at $49,900.
Calloway County representatives to
the Purchase District 4-H Council
meeting at Mayfield on March 9 were
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Smith and Mrs.
Oacus Bedwell.

30 Years Ago
A windstorm yesterday completely
destroyed two or three homes in the
Dexter area, and also damaged other
homes there. Two persons were
hospitalized.
Named to committees for the NorthSouth Basketball Game here on June 11
by Paul Gholson,executive secretary of
the Murray Chamber of Commerce, are
M. 0. Wrather, George Hart, T. Sledd,
Edd Kellow, C. L Sharbrough, H. T.
Waldrop, Ed Settle, Hershel Corn, and
Nat Ryan Hughes.
Maurice Bement, executive director
of the Committee for Kentucky, in an
interview with The Ledger & Times told
the purposes of the Community week
activities here this week. The week's
events are being sponsored by the
Murray Chamber of Commerce, local
civic organizations, and Murray State
College.
The debate team of Hopkinsville
placed first in the first day of the
Regional Speech Festival at Murray
State College. Tilghman and Benton
were the other debate teams entered.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, March 27, the 86th
day of 1979. There are 279 days left in
the year.
1
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1945, in World War II,
Gen. Dwight Eisenhower declared that
German military forces on the Western
Front had been defeated.
On this date:
In 1703, the Russian czar Peter the
Great founded the city of St. Petersburg.
In 1933, Japan withdrew from the
League of Nations after being
denounced as an aggressor in Manchuria.
In 1941, the government of Prince
Paul of Yugoslavia was ousted during
World War II.
In 1964, Alaska was rocked by an
earthquake that killed more than 100
people and caused property damage
estimated at $750 million.
In 1968, Yuri Gagarin, the Soviet
cosmonaut who was the first man to
orbit the Earth, was killed in a plane
crash.
In 1977, the worst airliner disaster in
history killed 581 people as two jumbo
jets - a Pan American Airways plane
and a Dutch KLM plane -- collided on St,
runway in the Canary Islands.
Ten years ago: The United States
launched its second Mariner spacecraft
on a four-month journey toward the
Mars to try to determine whether the
planet could support life.
•
Five years ago: Britain announced it'.
would suspend economic aid and halt:
all arms sales to the South Americana,
country of Chile.
One year ago: President Carter left
on a seven-day mission to four nations
in South America and Africa -Venezuela, Brazil, Nigeria and Liberia.
Today's birthdays: Secretary of State
Cyrus Vance is 62 years old. British
actor Michael York is 37. Ballet dancer
and producer Arthur Mitchell is 43.
Thought for today: There is a natural
aristocracy among men. The grounds
of this are virtue and talents President Thomas Jefferson, 1743-1826.
End Adv for Tues March 27
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NCAA Champions
'Matchup Zone'
Key To Spartans'
75-64 Triumph
By DOUG TUCKER
year.
AP Sports Writer
"We would have one man
SALT LAKE CITY —Coach and a half on him when he put
Jud Heathcote calls it a
the ball on the floor," Heath"Matchup Zone" and can't cote explained the defense of
explain how it works without a
Bird. "We would have a
blackboard and lots of chalk.
forward on him and a guard
But it succeeded where all come in to help. Our defense
else had failed this season ... it worked well tonight. We
beat Larry Bird and Indiana
wanted to force the action and
State, and helped make get into an up-tempo game."
Heathcote's Michigan State
Heathcote sounded like he
Spartans the 1978-79 NCAA was seriously worried during
basketball champions.
only one stretch in the second
We are elated," the half.
Michigan State boss said in
"What hurt us most was
the wake of a 75-64 victory
Gregory
getting in foul
Monday night over the topranked Sycamores, defeated trouble," he said "We got
for only the first time in 34 cautious and conservative, but
the Magic Man put us back
games.
"I can't describe my together."
a'
feelings."
Johnson
a
6-foot-8
With Earvin Johnson
sophomore who may bolt
scoring 12 points and Gregory
Michigan State to join Bird in
Keiser nine, Michigan State
professional basktball next
carved out a 37-28 halftime
season, pumped in a gamelead. Then unheralded Terry
high 24 points and 1Celser had
Donnelly suddenly got hot to
19. Donnelly, who seldom gets
help the Spartans score the
much attention keeping
first seven points after incompany with the hies of
termission and mount a
Johnson and Kelser, hit 54-5
commanding 44-28 advantage
field goals, most of them in the
with 17:18 to play.
second half when Indiana
In their unbeaten, storybook
State was making its charge,
surge to the threshold of
and wound up with 15 points.
greatness, the Sycamores had
"Wherever he went," said
trailed by as many as 11 points
Johnson of Bird,"we had two
several times and rallied to
men on him. When Greg went
win. But never had they been
out we tried to slow it down
down by 16, and never had
and take some time off the
they faced "Magic" Johnson
dock. I hit a couple of baskets,
and "Special K" Keiser. And,
then Greg came back and we
hard as they tried to write a
got the job done."
happy ending to what had
been a fairy-tale season for
Hodges,
an
obscure
them and Bill Hodges, their assistant a year ago, was
rookie head coach, they never philosophical in dealing with
his only loss as a head coach.
got closer than six.
With 10:05 remaining and
"The Lord blessed us with a
Johnson shackled with three tremendous year," he said.
fouls and Keiser with four, "We have a great bunch of
Bird muscled through the air- players. They never gave up. I
tight Spartan defenders to hit don't think they ever will.
a short jumper and make it 52- Anyone disappointed with the
success we have had this year
But a Johnson free throw has to be a lesser man than I
and a Johnson bucket made it am. They are a team, a unit,
55-46 and returned the and a family, and I love every
momentum to the Spartans, one of them."
Michigan State's victory
wbo never let go of it.
At the end, Bird put his face gives the Big Ten Conference
in his hands as if to hide tears. a rare basketball coup. With
He scored 19 points, a good Indiana winning the National
game for anyone else but a Invitation Tournament earlier
dreadful night for a man who this month, the Big Ten can
averaged almost 29 through rightfully claim to be the
the season and becams toughest basektball league in
everybody's player of the the country.

Bird Won't Talk
After Loss Ends
Perfect Season
SALT LAKE City, Utah
(AP) — They were the team
that nobody believed — and
they died hard.
None took it harder than the
year's most celebrated
player, Larry Bird, after a

Will Grimsley
strong, aggressive Michigan
State team crushed Indiana
State for the NCAA college
basketball championship
Monday night 75-64.
The "Bird," as his
Sycamore supporters lovingly
dubbed him, put up a
creditable fight, lashing out
with all of his 6-foot-9, 215pound strength, but in the end
he had his feathers clipped by
a swarming Spartan defense.
He scored only 19 points —
10 below his season's average
— and hit only one third of his
shots from the field (7 of 71 ), a
comparatively poor showing
for the man rated the best allaround collegian of the
decade.
He was distraught afterward. He shunned the
traditional postgame interview.
After the final whistle
sounded, the "Bird," his
shoulders sagging and his

LaMont Sleets
Inks With MSU
LaMont Sleets, one of the
most prolific scorers in
Kentucky high schools this
season, has become the first
prep player to sign an Ohio
Valley Conference grant-inaid with Murray State.

9

Offer Good Through
April 7

ON THIS
BIG FAMILY-SIZE
REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER!
NO-FROST, 2-DOOR
17.7 CU. FT.
HOTPOINT PRICED
TO SELL-OUT!

17.7 Cu. ft. of storage
space C) Adjustable
meat storage compartment 0 3 Adjustable
cabinet 'shelves O Egg
racks and covered butter and cheese bin
compartments El 3
Cabinet door shelves C]
3 Easy-Release ice
traysandstoragebucket
El Rolls out on wheels.
Model
CTF 18EW
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West Ky. Appliance
Across From Col. Noose Smorgasbord

Mina Todd (left) was named the All-Purchase player of the year after a vote by First Region girls high school basketball
coaches. Calloway County teammate Rose Ross (below right) and Murray High's Tonya Alexander were also selected to
the 10-team squad. Todd, a junior, and Ross, a senior, averaged 20.5 and 16.4 points, respectively, for the First Region
champions. The sophomore Alexander chipped in 15.8 points a game for the Tigers. The All-Purchase team was announced
in Monday's edition of the Podvai Soo.
Photos by Tony Wilson
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The 5-11, 175-pound product
of Eminence High School
accounted for 841 points this
season for an impressive 32.3
average. That mark ranked
second in Kentucky scoring
statistics.
Four times this season,
Sleets scored more than 40
points, and he concluded his
career with a 47-point output
in the finals of the regional
tournament.

RISK FREE

"He's a once-in-a-lifetime
player for a coach," said
Eminence coach Jim Willhite.
"He's an exciting player that
people love to watch. LaMont
is the best offensive player
I've seen on the high school
level."
Sleets, a better-than-50percent shooter from the field,
scored a career 1,944 points
for a 24.9 average as a threeyear starter at Eminence. He
averaged 16.8 points as a
sophomore and 26 points his
junior year.

The FSLIC emblem takes the risk
out of saving money,
because, your money
is doubly protected.
First, by a U.S.
Government Insurance Agency and
second, by our sound management.

Sleets' lack of size didn't
keep him from doing more
than scoring. He averaged 10.8
rebounds last season and
finished wih E27 for his career.
Sleets was all-district and
all-regional tournamert for
three consecutive years and
was honorable mention allstate as a sophomore and
junior. He's a strong candidate for first-team honors
this season.
"He was the most exciting
guard prospect in the state
this season," said Murray
State coach Ron Greene.
"He's a quality athlete with
the ability to be an outstanding player."

Remember, we offer the HIGHEST interest rates
with the LOWEST minimum deposits allowed by
Federal Law on all of our savings plans.
(Don't forget about our Money Market Certificates)
"The place where thousands are saving

HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
PADUCAH,KY.

Boosters To Meet

A Lot ofAppliancefor liner Money

641 N.

head bowed, went to the bench
and sat down. There he
covered his blond head with
his massive hands — "hands
big as toilet seats," according
to DePaul Coach Ray Meyer
— and later sobbed into a
towel.
Bill Hodges, Indiana State's
rookie coach, apologized
publicly for his All America
star's failure to face the
customary post-mortem.
"When you play as hard and
as intensely as Larry has, and
lose," Hodges said, "you have
to have emotion. For Larry, it
wasn't just the end ot a game.
It was the end of a career."
It also marked the dawn of a
new career. Now Bird can sign
a contract — possibly in the
millions — as a pro in the
National
Basketball
Association. The Boston
Celtics presently have his
rights.
Nearly an hour after the
game, Indiana State's sports
information director, Ed
McKee, emerged from the
locker room with a sheet of
mimeographed quotes from
the dejected Player of the
Year.
"They played very tough
defense,'L-Bird acknowledged.
"The ball wouldn't drop for us
and we missed too many free
throws ... We gave the best we
had. We just didn't hit the
shots tonight."
It was a crushing disappointment for a team that was
an orphan at the start of the
season, figured to finish no
better than fourth in its owe
Missouri Valley Conference.
Yet it proceeded to win a
record 33 straight games,
confounding all the critics and
the faint-hearted.

The Calloway County
Athletic Booster Club will
meet at DeV anti's Restaurant
for a dinner and meeting
Thursday. The meal is
scheduled for 6:30 p.m., with
the meeting to follow at 7:30.

FOUR NNW
LENDER

Murray Office
1201 Main St.

Paducah Offices
1601 Broadway
401 Broadway
3240 So. Beltline Hwy.

La Center Office
U.S. Hwy. 60
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9-0 Whipping Of Bradley
Earns Racer Tennis Team
A Sixth Straight Victory
By TONY WILSON
time, so a fan must conSports Editor
centrate on one court and keep
It's really too early to tell, his attention there.
says Bennie Purcell, but he
Then there's the problem of
can't even say those words keeping the score straight.
without allowing a trace of
excitement to make its way
into his voice.
His Murray State men's
tennis team is winning, and
winning and winning. six
times already, to be exact,
without a defeat.
Monday, the
Racers
recorded their latest triumph,
a 9-0 shelling of Bradley at the
MSU tennis complex.
'Bennie enjoys playing us,''
Tony Wilson
laughed Tom Coker, the
Bradley coach who is
Sports Editor
currently in his 22nd year.
"Especially now that he beats
us the Racers defeated the Devices are now attached to
Braves 9-0 last year and 7-2 the side of each net that show
earlier this season). He played the score, but one must know
tennis for Bradley in 1935 and which side of the scorer the
'36 in the NCAA tournament.
player is using, or he is con"I told Bennie he was going fused even more.
to have to see me for a few
"Red! We're red!," yelled
more years yet," said Coker, a Purcell to his players as they
robust individual who chomps took the court. "I have to tell
on a cigar as his team plays a them which color ( red or
match. At 65, Coker must black) to use for the score, or
retire after this year as a no one knows what is going
teacher, but he says he will on," Purcell explained.
continue coaching for a few
Afterwards, despite the
more years.
blasting of Bradley, Purcell
"He and I have to amuse was reluctant to compare his
ourselves by telling jokes and team to last year's 23-8 squad,
stories during the match," his fifth squad to win 20 or
Coker said. "Once they start, more matches in a season.
a coach might as well go
"We're strong up and
home. He can't do anything down," Purcell said. "And
more."
we've already beaten some
Watching a college tennis teams we lost to last year. But
match is difficult in the first they lost some of their players
place. All six singles matches from last year, so it's hard to
usually take place at the same judge by that."

"Using the
Short Form
could cost
you money!

0-4enry W. Block

59

If you don't know tax laws, you need H&R
Block to review your tax situation. You want
to be sure you are using the proper tax
form. Even if you filed the Short Form last
year, your circumstances this year could
let you save money by filing the Long Form.
At H&R Block, we'll take all the time necessary because we want to be sure you pay
the lowest legitimate tax.

MIR BLOCK

At No. 1 singles for Murray
is Terje Persson, a lefthanded
freshman from Oslow, Norway, who has used a deft allcourt game to win four of
seven matches.
And Purcell doesn't have to
worry about the possibility of
Persson having to leave to
serve in the armed forces for
his country. "He's already
completed his time there,"
said Purcell. Two of last
year's players — Ragnar
Felix and Jan Saegaard — had
to return to Finland, where
they are now serving in the
armed forces.
Perhaps the steadiest
player on the team is Chris
Leonard, who plays at No. 2.
"He's not really impressive
just warming up," says
Purcell. "But he's a great
match player." Leonard, a
native of Festus, Mo., is 5-2
and the only senior on the
squad.
No. 3 singles is manned by
Roger Berthiaume, a junior
from Canada. Berthiaume is
5-2, while Finn Swarting, of
Sweden, is 6-2 at No. 4.
Mike Costigan, a sophomore
Quincy, ill., native, is 6-2 at
No. 5, and freshman Steve
Willie of St. Louis is 6-2 at No.
O. Raymond Sims, a former
Murray High basketball
player, is currently at No. 7
for Murray, and Mike Tinsley,
a senior from Marion,is at No.
8.
Persson and Leonard are 5-2
at No. 1 doubles, Swarting and
Leonard are 4-3 at No. 2 and
Berthiaume and Willie are 5-2
.t No. 3.
Purcell feels the team to
beat in the Ohio Valley Conference is Middle Tennessee,
which was the runner-up in
last year's OVC championships.
"They didn't lose any of
their players, and a better
indication of how good we are
will be after we've played
Middle." The Racers take on
the Blue Raiders April 19 in
Murfreesboro before hosting a
return match April 27.
Murray played traditional
power Memphis State this
afternoon at home in a 2:30
p.m. match.
Mierrey 11, Brodie-ye
Persian d. Tann Ckowronok 114, 74;
Leonard d. Bill Metzler 6-3, 74; Berthiaume d. Kerry Drencher 74, 6-2;
Swarth* d. WW Deets It, 64, 64.
Cation d. Mike Daring 6-3,64; WUIIe d
Randy Reiman fel, 34,54.
Persece-twaimerd d. Meteler-Davis 74,62 ; Swartbmi-Leonard d Clowronok Reiman 44,6-3, 74; BerthienanwW0he d
Dreacher-Doeing 74,
.

TENNIS
MILAN, Italy — Secondseeded Vitas Gerulaitis
overcame Zeljko Franulovic
of Yugoslavia 6-7, 6-3, 6-2 to
move into the second round of
the $200,000 Ramazzotti Cup
tennis tournament

THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
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ATTENTION
TRUCKERS!!!

Colonial is in need of owner/operator or operation with drivers, due
to increase in business and additional authority.
From Murray, Ky. and West Tenn. We are now operating drive in as
well as refrigetated vans.
If you have a late model,3 axle diesel, sleeper cab tractor and have a
driver at least 25 years of age with a minimum of 2 years over the road
experience and a good background, then do yourself a favor and contact Carl McBride(901)784-4951 at Humbolt, Tn.

NI's East
Pirates Picked To Knock
Phillies From No. 1 Spot
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
It was a wonderful idea for
the Philadelphia Phillies to
package P.2 million of owner
Ruly Carpenter's petty cash to
sign free agent Pete Rose.
On the surface, Rose can
add many important elements
to an already imposing Phillie
lineup which has won three
straight National League East
titles. There is, however, a
fatal flaw in the plan.
Pete Rost-can't pitch.
One In A Series

Terje Persson stretches for a return at the net dining his match Monday against Bradley's
Torn Ckowronok. Persson captured a 6-0, 7-5 victory to help his Murray State team to its sixth straight win.
Staff Photo by Tony Wilson

White Sox Bomb Guidry
By the Associated Press
Last Oct. 13, they were
opposing pitchers in the third
game of the World Series at
Yankee Stadium. On Monday,
they were on the mound again
in
different
parts
of
Florida...and this time Don
Sutton pitched well and Ron
Guidry was shelled.
Sutton hurled a two-hitter,
becoming the first Los
Angeles pitcher to go the
distance this spring as the
Dodgers won their exhibition
game from the Minnesota
Twins 2-0.
The veteran right-hander
retired the first 15 batters. He
walked Butch Wynegar to lead
off the sixth and then gave up
his first hit, a single by Bobby
Randall.
Guidry walked six and was
rocked for six hits and nine
runs Monday in 31-3 innings—
including a grand slam by
Junior Moore — as the
Chicago White Sox trimmed
the New York Yankees 11-5.
Guidry's spring ERA soared
to 8.79 but he explained that he
has been experimenting with a
changeup — he is basically a
fastball-slider pitcher — and,
besides, his ERA was over
10.00 two springs ago. All he's
done since is win 41 regularsee.aon games and four more
in postseason play.
Kansas City got only two

MSU Rodeo
To Begin
Thursday
About 250 collegians from 15
schools in seven states are
expected to compete in the
nine-event Murray State
University Intercollegiate
Rodeo on the campus Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
Action will begin at 7:30
p.m. on each date in the West
Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center on College
Farm Road, according to
Donna Rankin of Crossville,
I11., secretary of the sponsoring Rodeo Club.
Events will include five for
men — bareback bronc riding,
calf roping, bull riding, steer
wrestling, and saddle bronc
riding — three for women —
barrel racing, breakaway calf
roping, and goat tying — and
team roping as an open event
An added feature of th#
rodeo will be a clown act for
children.
Participants are all fulltime college students from the
Ozark Region of the National
Intercollegiate Rodeo
Association (NIFLA ). They will
earn points toward qualifying
for the College National Finals
in Lake Charles, La., in June,
where they will compete
against representatives of the
other nine N IRA regions in the
country.
Murray State will have 10
men and six women in the
competition. The women's
team from the campus won
the Ozark Region in 1977-78
and ranks second for the
current year.
Tickets for the rodeo are all
general admission and rpay be
purchased at the door each
evening. Prices are $3 for
adults, $2 for students, and $1
for children under 12.

tuts against Pittsburgh but Pirates 1-0 as Marty Pattin,
one of them was Darrell Ed Rodriguez and
Al
Porter's second-inning homer Hrabosky teamed up on a
and the Royals edged the four-hitter.

Racer Golfers Will
Resume Play Friday
Wet weather and therefore
poor course conditions have
limited the Murray State golf
team to indoor practices, but
coach Bucidy Hewitt is optimistic of brighter days for
his current squad.
"I can't be too disappointed
with our play," said Hewitt.
"We can't even get on a course
to tee it up." The Racers
placed 17th in a 19-team field
LO the Palmetto Classic in
their only outing this spring.

Murray will compete in the
Marshall University Intercollegiate in Huntington, W.
Va.,Friday and Saturday.
Torn Fischer, Dan Martin,
Larry Patton, Bill Berg and
Rod Terrette will represent
the Racers in the 54-hole
event. 36 holes will be played
Friday.
Fischer led Mutray in the
Palmetto event with threeround 231. Martin was second
in 233.

It is an in-and-out mound
staff complicated by injuries
that casts a long shadow over
Philadelphia's hopes for
repeating as NL East
kingpins. And the team most
likely to succeed if the Phillies
can't overcome the shortage
of arms is the Pittsburgh
Pirates.
The Pirates came within a
whisker of catching the
Roseless Phillies a year ago
and it could be Philadelphia
doing the catching this time
around. After those two top
cats, Montreal, St. Louis and
Chicago are bunched in the
middle of the National League
East. Then come the lowly
New York Mets, whose
reaction to two straight lastplace finishes has been a
stand-pat position, apparently
in an effort to find out whether
the same mediocre lineup can
make it three in a row.
1978 Finish — Phlladephia,
Pittsburgh, Chicago, Montreal,St. Louis, New York.
1979 Finish — Pittsburgh,
Philadelphia, Montreal,
Chicago,St. Louis, NewYork.
Rose has spent spring
training learning the intricacies of playing first base,
and Manager Danny Ozark
has spent it trying to keep
Philadelphia's fragile pitching
staff intact. A freak biking
accident
left
Larry
Christenson with a fractured
collarbone. Promising Jim

Wright threw a pitch in an
exhibition game and fractured
his arm. Dick Ruthven
complained of a tender arm
that sent shivers up and down
the Ph illie hierarchy.
Steve Canton remains the
mainstay of the staff with
Ruthven (if he's healthy) and
Randy Lerch behind hirn Ron
Reed may leave the bullpen to
bolster the starters. That
leaves Tug McGraw and
Warren Brusstar in relief.
Pennants have been won
with a bullpen, and Pittsburgh
thinks the addition of Enrique
Romo, acquired from Seattle,
gives the Pirates the reliever
they need to go over the top.
He'll reduce the work load
which Kent Tekulve carried
almost single-handedly last
year.

a

Why pay 50%
more for a
copier than
you need to!

The new—and very reliable—
A B Dick 990 plain paper copier compares to equipment costing 50% more
The 990 has all of the most
wanted.' features of machines
costing 50% more—including
the versatility to make 11" x 17"
copies, copy on both sides at
paper and use most any kind
of paper including overhead
transparencies and labels.

116 NORTH 7TH
HAYFIELD
247-5912

Oldsmobile Gas Savers!
Cutlass SLpreme 260-V8

19 Miles Per Gallon

*Compare*

mpare
Toyota Celica — 18 MPH
280Z — 16 MPG
Mazda RX7 — 18 MPG•MG — 16 MPG
Audi 5000 — 17 MPG

These Gas mileage estimates can be found
in 1979 U.S. GovernmentEPA Guide.
We can give you the extra room in an American made comfortable
automatic with better gas mileage than most imports and for less

money.

Our Cutlass Slipreme Coupe
Starts at

$5,171.64 Plus Destination Charge

GMAC & BANK RNANCING AVAILABLE UP TO a
MONTHS TO PAY
See Jim Kuykendall, Jerry Hopkins, Mike Outland or Wells Purdom Jr
'
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Olds-Pontiac-Cadillac
Satisfisd Customers Are Our
Sala knows

1406 West Main-753-5315
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HOUSE
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatares
What's new on the market'
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THE PRODUCT — A lightweight, hand-held, cordless vacuum cleaner
Manufacturer's claim — That
this machine is intended to
eliminate the use of a full-sized
vacuum cleaner for such things
as dry spills, pet hairs and
cleaning jobs in hard-to-reach
places . that it saves energy
because it runs only when pressure is applied to its switch
that it weighs less than 2
pounds ... that It comes in its
own storage unit, which is attractively designed so that it
can be
wall- or countermounted in open view . .. that
the storage base also serves as
a charging bracket which continually recharges the vac
when not in use .. . and that a
permanent, washable filter bag
does away with the need for
refills.
THE PRODUCf — An epoxy
paint designed specifically to
change the color of bathroom
or kitchen tiles, walls and
counters or any porcelain appliance, bathtub or sink.
Manufacturer's claim — That
the paint adheres to any dry
surface .
that it gives wood
and metal a porcelain-like finish with durable protection that
resists scrubbing... that it is
lead-free and 100 percent nontoxic when dry . that it flows
like enamel and is self-leveling
. . and that it is available in a
wide assortment of colors.
THE PRODUCT — A latex

er became n contains ne fissurecarbons .
and that it comes
in 16 colors.

wood filler for minor repairs to
wood surfaces.
Manufacturer's claim — That
this filler accepts stain
uniformly . . that it also takes
paint, varnish, shellac and
polyurethane.. . that it will repair gouges, broken corners
and chipped edges up to a
quarter-inch wide and deep
without shrinking ... and that
it can be sanded, nailed and
drilled within one hour after
application

For the person who does his
or her own repair jobs around
the house, Andy Lang's "Practical Home Repairs" is irritable
for $1.50 by writing to this
newspaper at Box 5, Teaneck,
N. J. 07666.)
The cordless vacuum is
manufactured by Black &
Decker, 701 East Joppa Road,
Towson, Md. 21204; the epoxy
paint by Zynolyte Products,
15700 South Avalon Blvd., Compton, Calif. 90224; the wood filler by United Galenite Laboratories, Scranton, Pa. 18501; and
the rust-preventive paint by Zynolyte Products, 15700 South
Avalon Blvd., Compton, Calif.
90224.t

THE PRODUCT — A onecoat paint that prevents rust.
Manufacturer's claim — That
this enamel needs no primer,
stops rust and can also be used
on wood and fiberglass. . that
it is lead-free and non-toxic .
that the spray can is environmentally safe to the ozone

FREE NEWSPAPER offers home energy-saving tips
and the latest information on new thermalized windows. Free copies of WINDOW NEWS are available
from Schlegel Corporation, P.O. Box 197, Rochester,
N.Y. 14601.

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Wanner weather brings
buds, blossoms and fresh,
fragrant air — along with an
urge to embrace them all by
throwing open the windows.
It's a simple pleasure, but
one that can pose a problem:
a winter of disuse can leave
metal-frame sliding windows
and doors in disrepair.
If a window or door is
jammed shut or is difficult to
slide in its track, remove
loose dirt and debris, then
spray the metal track and
frame with WD-40. The nonoily product will penetrate
rust and corrosion, lubricate
the metal and keep the
window
or
door sliding
smoothly.
Originally developed to
halt corrosion in the Atlas
missile, WD-40 now has become the handyman's helper.
Finally, replace screens,
open your windows wide —
and enjoy your sparkling
springtime view!
When sprayed lightly on
metal surfaces such as window tracks, the product acts

as a water-displacer, forming
a non-sticky seal to guard
against moisture damage.
After treating tracks and
frames, turn your attention
to screens. Repair any rips
or tears — you want to let
in fresh air, not bugs —
then hose screens down to remove accumulated dust and
dirt. Allow them to dry in
a sunny spot.
If window panes are particularly dirty, sponge them
off with warm, soapy water,
then rinse and dry. Follow
up with a window cleaner to
remove streaks.
One-way "lock"
A thin layer ofoil inside the
valve lets the solar heat in but
won't let it back out after the
sun does down. That's where
the name comes from: "diode" is a term borrowed
from electronics that means a
one-way capability. Just as a
turnstile lets people through
in one direction, a Solar
Diode lets heat flow only one
way.
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By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — In two of the rooms in
our house, there is a draft coming from under the baseboards.
Both these rooms are at the
rear of the house and share a
common wall. I know there is
insulation in this wall. What
can be causing the drafts?
A. — There is probably a
break in the insulation somewhere accompanied by one or
more openings in the actual exterior wall. To stop the air
from entering the house, you
must inspect the outside wall
carefully, especially around
window frames and where dissimilar materials meet. A
quick glance is not enough. You
will need a ladder and possibly
a flashlight, looking for tiny
openings. When you find them,
caulk them well. Go back inside the house and check the
baseboards. Obviously, they are
not flush against the wall or
against the floor. If necessary,
you may have to remove the
baseboards, and renail them to
eliminate any openings.
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AN OPEN PLAN arrangement in this three-bedroom house places the family room and
kitchen to the rear, convenient to the patio, services areas and the bedroom wing. The exterior of this 1,263-square-foot home has stone at the front portico wall, with wood
shingles for the remainder For more information on Plan HA1092Y, write—enclosing a
stamped, self-addressed envelope—to York & Schenke, 226 Seventh St.. Garden City.
N.Y., 11530

You Invited To
Treas' Building
Center

*Aquaglass
*American Standard
*Delta Faucets
*DWV Pipes & Fittings
Don't Forget
Murray & Aurora
Residents Call
Toll Free

759-4026

TREAS
BUILDING

CENTER
1313 Poplar Benton, Kentucky.

Q. — We have been looking
at window air conditioners lately and note the initials EER on
most of them. What does this
stand for?
A. — Surprised you didn't ask
the dealer, who would have told
you the initials stand for Energy Efficiency Ratio. The higher
the FEE figure, the more efficient the air conditioner in relation to its size. So, if you are
intent on cutting down your
electricity bills, which you
should be no matter what the
size of your budget, then you
should pay attention to the
EER.
Q. — The water pressure to our bathtub is much
less than it is at other places in
the house. When you turn on
the water in the kitchen or
bathroom sink, the water pours
out at high speed When you
turn it on in the bathtub, it
comes out fairly fast, but nowhere like it does in the sinks.
This is a nuisance, because it
takes so long to fill the tub
even part way Can you tell
what is causing this?
A. - Not definitely, but there
are three possible reasons why
the pressure to a single fixture
is not as great as to other fixtures in the house. The valve to
the bathtub ( you'll have to
check to find it) may be open
only part of the way. The area
around the faucet washer may
be clogged because of hardened
grease or the washer itself may
be broken or twisted. Or the
pipe leading to the bathtub may
have narrowed more over the
years than the pipes leading to
the other fixtures.
( Leaky faucets, clogged
drains and noisy pipes are
among the subjects in Andy
lang's booklet,-Simple Plumbing Repairs," which can be obtained by sending 35 cents AND

a stamped, self-addressed envelope to Know-How, P.O. Box
477, Huntington, N. Y. 11743.
Questions of general interest
will be answered in the column,
but individual correspondence
cannot be undertaken.)

Home living Space Affects Psyche'
By BARBARA BASLER
AP Newsfeatares
Social scientists say that Just
as we used food and exercuie
for a healthy life, we also need
space—pare physical space for
moving sad living.
And after we have the proper
amount al *ace, we need the
proper 'dad of space, or everything from our peace of mind
to our pocketbook can suffer.
Researchers today are just
beginning to explore the ways
in which physical pieces — the
spaces in which we work and
play and live — help shape our
attitudes and actions. This
study of man and his inunediate physical surroundings —
proxemics — is opening some
fascinating new doors. And one
door leads straight into the
home.
"We know that each of us has
a personal need for a special
space, and these needs can
vary, just as our physical and
emotional needs vary," says
Bryna Eill.
Ms. Eill teaches a course in
the physical environment and
social behavior at the New
School for Social Research in
New York. And she says the
home "space" can have a real
effect on the psyche.
Some people, for example,
feel safe, secure and comfortable only in closed rooms with
small windows or no windows
at all.
"Other people need a room
with a view, and if they have a
home or apartment without a
view, all the plants and posters

Children carrying snacks
into the living room are
always being told, "Eat in
the kitchen!" It's not because moms are mean. It's
because kitchens are easier
to clean.
Low maintenance is a
sought-after quality in kitchens. Remodeling generally features installation of
equipment and materials—
from cabinets to wall coverings—that resist staining,
won't mar easily,and can be
damp-wiped clean.
No wonder. For the room
that appears warm and
inviting to many people is
harsh and inhospitable to
its furnishings. Think what
happens to kitchen cabinets. Food is spilled on them.
They're splattered with
grease, splashed with water
and detergent suds,exposed
to heat and high humidity.
Cans and other weighty
objects are dropped on them.
Drawers and shelves are
overloaded. Doors get rammed and slammed—children even use them as step
stools to reach countertops
and wall shelves.
Can cabinets take it? Yes,
says the National Kitchen
Cabinet Association,if they
are NKCA certified. Cabinets certified by NKCA
have to meet the construction and performance standards of the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI).
Since compliance to standards isn't a visible quality,
NKCA helps consumers by
providing something that
is—a certification seal. It's a
round, blue-and-white emblem found inside the door
or drawer of kitchen cabinets and bathroom vanities
that have passed 30 tough
laboratory tests and inspections of their resistance to
common kitchen abuses.
Cabinets and vanities bearing an NKCA-certification
seal are designed to laandor
years rfeceite hard -Melly
use.
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other Wig of fullfalmeat." Ms.
ellimplobs.
"Oasis is as aspessies today. it is hmartaat he know
what yeer pereseel Roos needs
are semi provide be beat," she
eintisas. "Otherwise, you may
aniffa costly mistake."
Ose way to focus on your
own space needs IS to draw two
, Ms. Eill suggests.
a house, then draw a
home. "Usually the two pictures are different," she says.
"The house is a conventional
image, the home a personal
one
To see if your current space
is the proper one, Ms. Ed suggests charting your travel and
shopping habits to see if you
spend an inordinate amount of
time away from home, or
spend too much money on impulse.
"You can also try drawing a
mental map of your life and
your activities in a week,- she"
says. "Look at the map. Is ti*-;-.
home large and important? Do
most other activities seem to;
radiate fin it? Or is. your
home a small dot on your map,'
simply a passing point between
other places? If it is only a '
passing point, you may not feel
comfortable and secure in your.,
living space."
Our sense of home is very
important, Ms. Eill says, "and
money alone cannot provide it, •
but personal knowledge can."
We have to know and under- ,
stand what we need to feel at
home in our homes, and then '
work to shape our living space

gisr

Cabinets Give Beautiful Performance
A family in Italy, packing
its household effects for a
move, might be heard exclaiming: "E non dimenticare i cabineti della cucina!"
Translation:"And don't forget the kitchen cabinets!"
In many European countries, kitchen cabinets are
considered furniture. When
a family moves,thecabinets
go with them. In America,
most cabinets are "builtins" and stay behind with
the kitchen. But that doesn't
mean their beauty and style
are any less important here
than in Europe.
Kitchen cabinets actually
serve many furniture functions. They set the style and
basic color scheme of the
room and are generally its

Kitchen Is
Rough On
Cabinets

and fine furniture won't compensate,' she explains.
Generally, personal spice
needs seem to be shaped by
chlidhood asperisaces. "This is
as Weems aano" Ms. Eill
says, "het it Mates the
point. I have a frigid who grew
up in a house on a treantiessry
lot, and she is about to marry
the head of a botanical garden
and live there, on the garden
grounds."
For the man or woman
raised in a rural or suburban
setting, even a spacious city
apartment can seem oppressive.,
And for the couple raised in a
city apartment, where a varied
social and cultural life flourishes right outside the door,
even a five-bedroom suburban
house can seem prison-like.
Often, Ms. Eill says, we may
not feel consciously depressed
or deprived by our living space.
But if that space isn't right for
us, subconsciously we do indeed
feel deprived. And, she says,
we waste time, energy and
even money' trying to assuage
that feeling.
Studies indicate that when
people are deprived of the
proper amount of space, ar live
in unsuitable spaces, they suffer anxiety, nervousness and
restlessness, Ms. Eill says.
They also tend to travel more
and to shop more, experiencing
frantic fits of buying.
"These people are not getting
the psychological fullfillment
they need from their homes, so
they look for escape, and seek

most decorative feature.
Without good-looking cabinets, most kitchens would
resemble sterile workrooms.
Fine design has become a
significant facet of today's
manufactured cabinets.
There are a variety of
authentic styles from Early
American, Mediterranean
and traditional to contemporary. They come in a

able in "antique" white and
gold.
Yet, good cabinets are
more than just pretty storage space. The National
Kitchen Cabinet Association points out that cabinets
are subjected to rugged daily
use in the average kitchen.
Without a sturdy structure
and damage-resistant finish, cabinet beauty fades
fast. To help consumers
choose cabinets designed to
withstand years of wear,
NKCA certifies units that
meet the American National Standard Institute's construction and performance
standards.
To win certification, cabinets must pass about 30
laboratory tests and inspections that simulate common
kitchen conditions. Among
them: heat and humidity,
impacts from dropped objects, overloaded shelves
and drawers, repeated door
slams, water splashes,abrasive food stains, and grease
splatters. Only cabinets that
qualify can display the

round, blue-and-white NKCA
certification seal inside a
range of woodgrain pat- door or drawer.
terns, such as walnut,
The manufacturing techcherry, oak and birch. For nology that makes today's
the "country" kitchen,there cabinets attractive and durare simple Shaker-style able has also improved their
units. For an elegant atmos- storage capacity. To suit
phere, cabinets are avail: individual storage needs,

001
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cabinets come in various
shapes and sizes and with'
many optional features,such
as drawers, adjustable and
revolving shelves, pull-out
bins and baskets, even tray
racks and built-in bread

boxes.
Units come preassembled
for installation on the wall;
under the counter, or in a
corner.

FIREMAN'S
ASSISTANT

NEW YORK (AP) — A slide
and cassette training prograile
titled "The Fire Fighter al
Plastics in a Changing Enyiron.
ment" has become a best sell
for its producer, the Natio
Fire Protection Association. fy.
Funded by a grant from the
Society of the Plastics Industry;
the program teaches volunteer
and professional firemen to reci
ognize the hazards — includift
those caused by plastics — aZ
fires in a modern environment;
and how to avoid them.
Within weeks, the NFPA sayir
it sold 2.000 sets of the training
program, at $.35 a set.
The NFPA says it has rd.
ceived letters from fire depart:
ments describing how thlg
course has prevented injurieig
to firemen.
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PA Quaker Maid KitchenA
will still be new,
when your new car is old.

Quaker Maid's authentic styling and long
lasting moisture and alcohol resistant
finishes will never show a wrinkle Their
step saving convenience features and
storage units keep right on doing their
Chores year after year. Let you age as
gracefully as a Quaker Maid kitchen So
why settle for a kitchen without enduring
qualities when you can have a custom
designed, custom built Quaker Maid
kitchen Visit our showroom and you'll be
convinced that a Quaker Maid kitchen will
still be standing by. as the aging cars roll by.

•COMPLETE DESIGN
SERVICE
•INSTALLATION
•FINANCING
•FREE ESTIMATES

Frigidaire
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MURRAY. KENTUCKY
Specializing in ciatorn kitchen
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Invite Warmer Weather Inside
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East Calloway Pit
To Meet Thursday

Countians Have Rare Opportunity

First Theatre Residency Offered

The
Calloway
East
Elementary School ParentTeacher Club will hold its
regular business meeting on
Thursday, March 29, at 7 p.m.
at the school.
On display will be the
projects of the Children's
Science Fair.

Blood Drive Is Set
State
Murray
The
University Student Government Association will be
sponsoring a blood drive to be
conducted by the Paducah
Red Cross at 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Wednesday, March 28, and
9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Thursday. March 29, in the Beshear
Gym in the Student Center,
according to Ronnie Workman, chairman of the blood
drive.

RED*" CROSS CONTRIBUTION — Brad Taylor, right treasurer of the Murray High,
School Hi-Y Club, a Christian service organization, presents a check for $25 to Willie
Jackson, center, chairman of the Red Cross drive for the Murray City Schools. Looking
on is Terry Smith, president of the dub. The donation was raised through the variety of
projects during the year. Lloyd Hasty is sponsor of the organization.
Photo by Kaye Pewbies

Stock Market

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Opera by
Verdi
5 Stalk
9 Turf
12 Killed
13 Clock
14 III city
15 Gratify
17 Pronoun
18 Lubricate
19 Doiphinlike
cetacean
21 Backless
seat
23 Shams
27 Near
28 Girls name
29 River island
31 Everybody's
uncle
34 Pronoun
35 Let fall
38 College deg
39 Things in
law
41 Posed
42 Nile. e g
44 French article
46 Lately
48 Classify
51 Appointment
52 Grain
53 Ave
55 Minor item
59 Devoured
60 Alaskan city
62 Neap or ebb
63 Spread for
drying
64 Send forth
65 Ages
DOWN
1 Snake
2 Sick
3 Scottish
river

4 Expected
5 Beer mug
6 Note of
scale
7 Large bird
8 Army meal
9 Scurries
10 State
It — pickle
16 Scoffs
20 Made suitable
22 Tantalum
symbol
23 Couple
24 Ceremony
25 Printer's
measure
26 Drink slowly
30 Cylindrical
32 Adam's son
3,3 Girls name
36 Paddle
37 Kitchen adiunct
40 Designated

Prices of dock of local interest at
noon, EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger ig TImes by First of Michigan,
Corp.. of Murray,are as follows-

Answer to Monday's Puzzle

Mrs. Patterson is the niece of
Mr. and Mrs. Rudell Parks
RIVER & LAKE DATA
and Mr. and Mrs. Madison
River 7 a.m. 34.5, down 1.0.
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 356.5, Jones, all of Murray.
up 0.3.
The public is invited to
Below dam 321.3, down 1.1.
attend the churches to hear
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 356.6.
these young people present the
Below dam 325.8.
program.
Sunset 6:11. Sunrise 5:47.
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The Tennessee

Christian
77% unc
II% -;,,, Aires Quartet will present a
42;4 unc special program of music on
el% unc
31tB4V.A Saturday, March 31, at 7 p.m.
101 +% at the West Fork Baptist
43% +%
111k +14 Church. They will also sing at
7% UDC
34% -% the Sunday morning services
50% +% at the Sinking Spring Baptist
XI% uric (=lurch.
11/% unc
12 unc
21% -%
Members of the quartet are
3144 +2
X% unc C. W. Patterson, Frank
We Ai- Horner, Jim Creason, and
1114 +%
mi. +11 David Bates with Sylvia
No Trade Outland Patterson as pianist.
19413 MA

Air Products
American Motors
Ashland Oil
American Telephone
Boum
Chryaiw
Ford Motor
G.A.F.
General Cant
General=es
General
General 71re
Goodrich
Hardens
Heublein s
IBM
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
TAPPAN
Texaco
Wal-Mart
Wendy,

54 — Thumb
56 Ventilate
57 Mountain on
Crete
58 Man's nickname
61 No e of
scale

43 State: Abbr
45 Man's nickname
47 Military student
48 Milk source
49 Evaluate
50 Slave

West Fork Church

1-4 75

Industrial Average
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Singing Planned At

MR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
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By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Israel's
Menachem Begin and Egypt's Anwar
Sadat, having jointly proposed
President Carter for the Nobel Peace
Prize, are taking to the Congress their
sometimes divergent visions of a
peaceful Middle East.
The Israeli prime minister broached
the Nobel prize idea at a gala dinner in
a tent set up behind the White House
Monday night. The Egyptian president
rose quickly to support the idea.
Nine hours earlier, they had signed a
treaty ending 30 years of hostility
between their two nations, a treaty
nurtured by President Carter.
Responding to the suggestion, Carter,
at least partially serious, declared:
"If the next nine months of
negotiations (on implementing the
treaty) are completely harmonious, ...
then I might consider accepting their
nomination. But otherwise, they've

Congress will be asked to authorize
the $4.11 billion package of grants and
loans Carter is proposing for Israel and
Egypt, in furtherance of the treaty.
Immediately after the treaty signing,
which Carter hailed with the cry,
"Peace has come," he conferred with
more than a score of Democratic and
Republican congressional leaders on
the aid proposals.
Throughout a day of celebration,
however, Carter did not minimize the
hurdles facing full implementation of
the accord.
As if to underscore Carter's
statement that "differences still
separate the signatories," both Begin
and Sadat touched on their conflicting
viewpoints in public utterances.
At the signing, Begin recalled his joy
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JUST BEGAN
STARVING THIS
MORNING

I DiCt.rr HAVE
Tb-IE KNACK
YET

DEAR ABBY: MIXED EMOTIONS wrote that his aging
mother had suffered a stroke and needs constant care. "I will
never send her to a nursing home," he vows,"because all her
life she sacrificed for me,and now it's my turn to repay her."
So "our hero" asks his wife -- who just happens to be a
registered nurse -- to stay home and take care of his mother.
The wife refused, and I don't blame her.
Abby, why do people feel that the RN in the family should
drop everything and take care of a chronically ill family
member? I'm an RN and if I chose to nurse an ailing relative,
that would be one thing, but to be pressured to do so just
because I've had special training is something else.
If the husband feels obligated to repay his mother for all
she's done for him, let HIM learn the fundamentals of patient
care so he can stay home and take care of her. He doesn't
MANCHESTER,CONN.
DEAR MANCHESTER: My mall
whelmingly In favor of the wife. Read on:

I CAN HARDLY)
BELIEVE YOU
ARE HERE,
DIANA?

F YOU KNEW HOW
OFTEN I DREAMED
OF THIS_ RIDING
IN THE JUN6LE WITH
YOU AND HERO AND
DEVIL,..
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at the seizure of East Jerusalem by
Israeli paratroopers in 1967 — a seizure
Egypt and the Arab world still
challenge.
And Sadat, in his toast at the dinner,
spoke of Palestinians soon being able to
"take the first step on the road of selfdetermination and statehood." Begin
and his government firmly oppose a
Palestinian state.
Carter, in his toast, seemed intent on
urging that all parties, perhaps including the Palestine Liberation
Organization, join the search for a
comprehensive Mideast settlement. He
declared:
"I welcome and invite those who have
so far held back — for whatever motive
they might honor — to join us. The way
is long and the way is hard — but peace
is the way."
Shunning topcoats in chilly if sunny
weather, Carter, Begin and Sadat —
partners in 15 months of negotiations —
quoted from the Bible and the Koran in
solemnizing the treaty.

By Abigail Van Buren

have to be an RN.
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Actor's Audition, Novice:
Bill MacNulty, director.
Anyone is welcome to walk in to the
novice audition session. Participants go
through a regular audition process for a
show in much the same way many
community, school and university
groups hold try-outs. No preparation
necessary.
Actor's Audition, Experienced:
Patrick Tovatt, director.
Bringing an actor's resume is
suggested but not necessary. Two
readings should be prepared approximately a minute and a half each
or a total of three minutes. This session
will be conducted as a professional
audition.
Vocal Workshop:
Deborah May.
Participants sing a prepared piece
approximately two minutes long.
Participants will receive individual
criticism and advice on selection and
technique. It would best to bring a copy
of your selection and an accompanist.
For more information on the ATL
Workshop, phone the Community
Theatre at 759-1752.
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SIR, WOULD YOU
HELP A STARVING
ARTIST
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made their toasts in vain."
All members of the Senate and the
House were invited to question Begin
and Sadat at separate sessions in
Capitol Hill office buildings today.
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Jeff Hill, John Partyka, ATL.
Leaders, Jon Johnson, CT Representative, First Christian Church Meeting
Room, 1st Floor.
Many of the basic techniques of
lighting will be discussed, such as:
lighting for mood; what equipment to
buy for the small theatre group; simple
lighting design; use of color.
Prop Construction:
Sam Garst, ATL Leader, Patsy
Massey, CT Representative, First
Christian Church Meeting Room, 2nd
Floor.
What props should be bought, built or
borrowed? Much time will be spent on
how to build unusual props;
breakaways, fantasy items, period
pieces.
Make-Up:
Peter Bartlett, ATL Leader, Betty
Pitts, CT Representative, Public
Library, Meeting Room.
This will be a demonstrationdiscussion with information about how
to build a stock of make-up; how to set
up make-up for a show; how to train the
actor to do his own stage make-up; a
demonstration of basic corrective
make-up, etc.
Producing A Play:
Frasier Marsh, ATL Leader, Pat
Kiesow, CT Representative, Pagliail
Upper Level.
This will be of particular interest to
school and church groups but will

contain important information for
anyone wishing to direct, including
students and new little theatres. Some
of the areas covered will be: play
selection; basic directing techniques;
conducting auditions; avoiding
technical problems; making use of
space and materials available, etc.
Publicity & Public Relation:
Vaughn McBride, ATL Leader,
Kathy O'Brien, CT Representative,
WNBS Radio, Main Studio.
This area will cover almost every
aspect of advertising including print,
broadcast media, specialty advertising, outdoor, and others. Also
hints about good public relations events
and offerings for the public and the
press.
Registration for the evening session
will be held in the University Theatre
Lobby of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Building on Murray State's campus at
6:30 p.m.
Production panel discussion is
scheduled for 7:00. Anyone interested in
any phase of theatre production is invited to attend.
Three performance areas will be
covered:

a

BUT YOU'LL NOTICE HE'S
TURNING, HIS MOTHER'S
PICTURE TO THE WALL

A

Costume Design- Reading the play;
meetings with director and other
designers; finding the right periods;
designing within the budget, etc.
Costume Construction - How to build
a costume to last, be reusable, and
versatlie; setting up a shop; meeting
deadlines; when to build and when to
pull from stock, etc.
Costume Storage - What to keep; how
to catalogue; strike procedures, etc.
Wardrobe - Running the show; dress
parade; maintenahce, etc.
Set Construction & Design!
Tom Rupp, Harvey King, ATI,
Leaders, Linda Shepard, CT
Representative, First Christian Church
Library.
Reading the play; meetings with
director and other designers; cost
cutting methods; what to keep in stock,
what to strike, etc.

Begin And Sadat Take Visions
Of Mideast Peace To Congress

TOURS, CRUISES, NOTEU, GROUPS,
CAR RENTALS, OIARTERS,
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Calloway Countians have a rare
opportiality to be involved in the only
four-and-a-half day professional
theatre residency ever offered by the
Kentucky Arts Commission and Actors
Theatre of Louleville. It will be sportred in part by the Community
. catre.
"We chose Murray for the site of this
special program because of the
tremendous interest in theatre that has
been growing in the area for the past
two years," said Marvin Weaver,
Assistant Director of the Kentucky Arts
Commission, who was instrumental in
the conception of profeslional
residency workshops.
Vaughn McBride, ATL's company
manager,said,"All of us are especially
excited about this project because we
have heard reports from all over the
state on the progress that has been
made by Murray's Community Theatre
and the eagerness of everyone there to
learn more and more about theatre."
"We have been working overtime
with the city and county schools, the
university and theatre groups
throughout the Purchase Area to
assemble a workshop that will suit
everybody's needs. The workshop is
designed to allow any interested participant to attend all or part of the
programs. The workshop is free and
Open to the public," said Richard
Valentine, Community Theatre
Director.
Wednesday, March 28, will be
devoted entirely to what is called a
Total Theatre Workshop. A look at the
schedule of the day's activities will
explain why. Registration for the
morning session will begin at 9:30 at
Pagliai's, 510 Main Street. The morning
session will cover seven basic areas of
theatre.
The afternoon sessions will break into
seven concentrated interest areas:
INTEREST AREAS
FOR AFTERNOON SESSIONS
I:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
Two Hours of Concentrated Study &
Discussion
Costuming:
Kathy Kraft, ATL Leader, Cecelia
Brock, CT Representative, Conference
Room, Bank of Murray & 2nd Floor,
Twin Lakes Office Supply
Several areas will be covered:
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DEAR ABBY: I couldn't believe MIXED EMOTIONS, who
was shocked because his wife — a registered nurse — prefers
to go out and care for strangers rather than stay home and
take care of his ailing mother.
He also said, "I have a good income,and it's not necessary
for my wife to work at all!"
Really, now, that's quite a put-down It's akin to saying,"I
make enough money so my wife can putter around with her
little hobbies to keep herself busy."
If the wife of MIXED EMOTIONS were to volunteer her
husband's professional skills full-time to one of HER
relatives (and for free, yet), what do you think his answer
would be?
WONDERING

DEAR WONDERING: Probably. "No way. Dear." Or,
"You've got to be kidding!"
DEAR ABBY: The RN who refused to stay home and nurse
her husband's chronically ill mother has valid reasons for
her decision. In the first place,she knows how difficult it is to
be professional with relatives because of the emotional involvement. Second, she probably knows her mother-in-law
well enough to be aware that a nurse-patient relationship
would never work indefinitely.
Furthermore, it would be economically unsound for her to
be tied to a home job indefinitely without pay. She'd suffer a
loss of pension as well as Social Security benefits.
When caring for a patient 24 hours a day, seven days a
week, the nurse becomes tired and worn out. Should she need
medical care or time off to rest, she's apt to forego it for fear
her absence would upset the patient. Meanwhile, the nurse
loses contact with friends, neighbors and the
world in
general. When the patient finally dies, there is nothing
left of
the nurse.
We hear much about child and wife abuse lately. Many.
doctors and nurses see PARENT abuse which results from:
the same frustrations and tensions that cause other abuses.
Perhaps this wife has seen parent abuse and fears she.
might be driven to commit it should she take on a nursing
job'
where she couldn't renew herself every eight hours, or quit
if
the tension got too great.
., a
-

S.C..

You make an excellent point
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet; "How To Be
Popular:
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send $1 with a
long,
self-addressed, stamped in cents) envelope to Abby. 112,,
lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212
DEAR S.C.:
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PLUSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
2. NOTICE
FREE STORE. 759-4600.

SUS.OPPORTUNITY
FOR SALE
Fast toed
restaurant, located in Cadiz.
For further information call
767 3726

43 REAL ESTATE

43. REAL ESTATE

49. USED CARS

53. SERVICES OFFERED

FOR SALE: 1974 Chevrolet BYARS BROTHERS & Son.
sazA,ri)WY
Suburban, loaded with ex
Generalhome remodeling,
IF YOU
tras, excellent condition. framing, aluminum siding,
NEED THEM
54000,
offer
or
best
Call
759gutters,
and roofing Call 112. INSURANCE
Airport
4089 after noon.
395-196) or 1 3624895.
439-2414
1972
FORD
STATION
Ambulance
CARPET
All display ads,
7534332
CLEANING, at
WAGON, WOO, good con reasonable rates. Prompt
MIME
Comp. Care
7534122 classified displays and
dition.
Call
"
753-0762
and
efficient
BOYD-MAJORS"
service. Custom
MINIMISE
South 12th at Sy caresoe•
Fire(City)
753-1441
regular display, musl
Carpet Care 489 2774. •
1967
GALAXIE
CON
se
REAL
ESTATE
Fire(County)
TELEPHONE 7511061
VERTIBLE, extra sharp, CAN'T GET those small jobs
753-6952
be submitted by 12
153-80110
Wales Mikes at
extra clean, $1700 Call 75.3- around the house or mobile
dm,
Foster Parents
Need
753-5362
no(s, the day before
something
4406
before 5 pm or 759 1829 home done? Carpentry,
NM II. 12th St.
Hospital
Prutessional Sen. web
753-5131
profitable and pracafter 5 pm
publication.
painting,
plumbing,
713-3263
or
OA
With
The
Friendly
Touch
Hum. Rts. Corn. _753-0849
1972 LINCOLN MAR* IV, all aluminum siding, patios.
tical? Then see this
All
reader
power, excellent condition. small concrete jobs. Call .06
Humane Soc.
OWNER
SAYS
two bedroom house on
759-4141
14. WANT TO BUY
classifieds must be
_
2562 after 5 pm.
759 1718
Learn To Read .. _753-2288
SELL!! NOW!! CounINDIAN
ARROWHEADS,
three acres of land in
submitted by 12 noon
LAST OF it's kind! 1476 4 CARPET CLEANING, free
wanted or sold. 45 caliber
Needline
try
here's
lovers,
your
753-NEED
the Pottertovm Area.
the
door
Sedan
satisfied
Cadillac. estimates,
day
before
pistol, new, never tired. Call
Original owner, like new, references, Vibra-Vac steam
Parents' Anon. .753-1792
chance to move into
Approximately 200' of
753-0946.
publication.
Or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
unbelievable
gas
conPoison Control ....753-7588
this 3 bedroom, B.V.
JUNK CARS deliver or will
road frontage and exsumption and low mileage. Carpet Cleaning, 751.5827.
pick up. Call 474-8851 or 527
Police
situated on 4 acres
355-2303.
753-1621 S. LOST &FOUND
cellent
COMPLETE
garden
spot.
ASPHALT
1315.
Rescue Squad
MUST SELL! 1974 Ford maintenance paving, pat
West of Kirtsey. Built
753-6952 FOUND: BIRD dog Call 489 MOTO TILLER
$22 S00.00.
regardless
2225
china,
also seal coating. Call
Courier with 350 Chevy
Is
Senior Citizens 7 753-0929
in 1971, this lovely
and transmission. 753-7148 or 753.9043. Located
motor
LOST: APPROXIMATELY? of condition. Call 753-2987.
Sheriff
NICELY WOODED five acre
at
home
Murray
has
great-room
753-3151 month old mixed breed USED PULL type spray rig,
Speedway, HighCompletely
modified.
Call
1474
homesites
located
•-.4 -47
on
way 641 N of Murray•
492.8899 after 5 pm.
State Pol. _1-800-592-5401 female dog, mostly white approximately 200 gallon.
w/fireplace,
draperieblacktop
road
near
lake.
Any
salt and pepper body) with Call 753-0195 after 5 pm.
1977 MONTE CARLO Lan- CONCRETE &
This list of telephone (dark
BLOCK work.
s, range, refrigerator
of these attractively priced
ears and face. Lost in WANTED:
STANDING
dua with extras, $4000. Call Block garages, basements,
properties can be bought
numbers is published the vac inity of the New
all included. Drive in
timber, tietimber, and
492-8374.
driveways, walks, patios,
with a low down payment
through the cooperation of Providence area. Answers to pulpwood. Will pay cash or
garage in basement.
1971 MODEL CHEVROLET steps, free estimates. 753and the balance financed
name of Pepper. If seen percentage, your choice. We
Impala, good condition. 474- 5476.
The Murray Ledger & the
over an extended period.
MAKE AN OFFER
please call 753.7618 after 5:30 also pay top prices on white
/364
John C. Neubauer, Realtor,
DO YOU
need stumps
Times and the Social pm.
oak veneering. Call after 6 22. MUSICAL
43. REAL ESTATE
TODAY.
Boyd-Majors
1111
1976 OLDS DELTA 88 removed from your yard or
Sycamore St., 753-0101,
pm,489-233.4
Concerns Committee 6. HELP WANTED
OVATION
ELECTRIC BEAUTIFUL LAKEVIEW. 753-7S31.
Real Estate, 105 N.
Royale, 4 door, all power, land cleared of stumps? We
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
guitar
and
Music man Nice brick veneer home in
air,
AM-FM
stereo, can remove stumps up to 24"
Readers are urged to clip
12th St.
FOR
SALE:
tapedeck, grey with maroon below the ground, leaving
stripped, amplifier, almost new, must Pine Bluff Shores has living
the list and keep
handy
room, bedroom, bath, utility
refinished vanity,$35 without sell. Call 436-5524.
vinyl roof, 45,000 miles, only sawdust and chips. Call
room and nice porch on main
near the telephone.
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
mirror.
53595. 753-1499 after 5 pm.
Also
have 24. MISCELLANEOUS
45. FARMS FOR SALE
level. Large bedroom,family
Mirromatic automatic corn
1976 PONTIAC SUNBIRD, 753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 435
ALUMINUM
OUT
building,
8
kitchen
room,
with
HOUSE
AND 78 acres, 5 new tires, I speed, air con- 4343.
rangetop
popper, $10. Phone 753-1712.
X 12 with wood floor. Call 753- and hood, side by side
miles from town. Call 753A new and used car
NEW
FENCE SALES at Sears
TROLLING motor, 0570 after 5 pm.
ditioned,$2400. 492-8374.
GOD IS LOVE. I John 4:8.
refrigerator,
7244 after 6:30 weekdays or
dishwasher
in
made by Shakespeare, also 2
1969 T
"But seek ye first the
salesman. Apply in
Plymouth now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
level
lower
anytime
CRAIG
the
on
SERIES
Also
Saturday
extras
5000
and
free
small
estimates for your
trailer wheels, 18 X 850
Valiant
kingdom of God, and His
, asking
Sunday.
person to:
X 8, new, a Craftsman 1'2 inch cassette deck, CR02 set such as insulated windows,
rightousness, and all these
$300. Ca
or 753-0912. needs.
foot
t.v.
tings,
tower
Dolby,
50
and
excellent
outside
44. HOMES FOR SALE
drill, new, Black and Decker
JIM Fill
BY
things shall be added unto
Sears,
storage. Call to see at $36,500.
1975
VOLKSWAGON GUTTERING
condition, 5140. 753-1336.
heavy duty router. Call 435
FOR SALE by owner: 4
Sears continous gutters
you." Matthew 6:33. 24 hour
MONIS
DASHER,
The
door,
Nelson
4
fully
Shroat
Co.
FOR
SALE:
combination
4548.
bedroom, 21
REDUCED
PRICE
/
2
baths,
installed
living,
per
phone, answered by God's
your
$10 Symms
equipped,
low
Realtors.
759-1707.
miles. (901)
dining, and family room with
specifications. Call Sears
SONY TWIN table, Sony reel stereo, record player, tape.
servants. NOT A TAPE. 759$1000 . . . Neatly
232-8386
and
radio
with
four
t
speakers.
herril
7s34632
fireplace.
,
Eat-in
kitchen,
753-2310
for
free
estimates.
to reel one dual twin table,
4600. Biblekf acts and Free
decorated 3 bedroom 2
study, double garage and VW FOR sale. 1969, new I WILL babysit in
one JVC cassette recorder, Call 436 2516.
Store. Hear our broadcast
my home
Bostic Wks atmosphere!
large fenced
yard. 1701 tires, new battery. 753-6929
one Yamaha B2 power amp., FOUR LARGE plate glass
less
home
than
bath
a
Sundays at 12:30 on WSJP.
days
or
evenings.
Have
litre's Wet Is.. Owl lets
Johnson. 753-1663.
SO. USED TRUCKS
windows, size 9'6" wide, 5'6"
4 advent speakers, 2 Scott
experience.
753-06013.
extras
old.
year
Such
COOK WANTED. Apply at
high, in aluminum frames
yen psi..y hew It M. A 3
NEARING COMPLETION a 1976
BLAZER,
4X4, INSULATION BLOWN in
Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 speakers, call 753.33445 after 5 with screens
by
as top quality wall to
in good connew 4 bedroom, 3 bath house automatic, power steering
DR, 2 boil Is.. helped far
Stadium View Drive. No PM.
Sears, save on these high
dition. Ideal for green house,
in
Canterbury Estates, and brakes, tilt, cruise, 350 heating and cooling
wall carpeting, therhaft I.Speciosa IwoSMITH
CORONA
2200 patios,
phone calls.
bills.
etc. Call 753-5195.
convenient living all on one V8, AM-FM, all possible Call Sears, 753.2310,
electric typewriter, like new,
Mire area ceephines Waist,
for free
mopane windows and
COOKS
NEEDED
at large type, (primmer). 753- 6' FORD 3 POINT hitch disc
level energy saving heat options, must sell, 56650, 924. estimates
Map aree rod great teen
Southside Restaurant, apply
heat
central
air.
and
pump. Call 753-3903 for 5423.
for
sale, also dining table
5400.
in person only.
Only
fireplace.
fraddle
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
▪
further information.
with formica top and 6
1971
BRONCO, SPOKE and gas installation, will
Priced now at only
Utility rocks for long wheel chairs. 753-5809.
do
allentea fres tem. $47,51111.
SEVEN ROOM frame house wheels, new tires, fender plumbing, heating
$37,900. Make your
and air
base pickup, $75.
for sale to be moved off land. flares, air shocks front and conditioning.
NOW PAYING $3.50 per $1
Call
753-7203.
Call 753-6614.
UNA,
Jobe
lifter
move
today
by
Has a floor furnace, gas logs, rear, AM-FM CB radio,
face for all silver coins dated
storm windows and doors, positive traction front and LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
up -Through 1964. More for
Kopperud
phoning
N. HOME FURNISHINGS
and: is panelled and sheet rear, motor has 40,000 actual prompt, efficient service,
large amounts. 1965-69
Realty, 753-1222, and
40" AVACADO ELECTRIC
rocked. Will see reasonable. miles, 53300. 753-0521 or 434,- call Ernest White, 753-0605.
Kennedy halts,65 cents each.
• Frigidare stove, $175. Also For pickup call Cooley in
LANDSCAPING AND lawn
let us show you how
Call 489-2736.
2165.
avacado sink, $10. Can be Paris,(901)642-5118.
1976 CHEVROLET PICKUP care, by the job or contract
easy it would be to
Seen at 312 S 15th Street or
for
the entire season. Call
47. MOTORCYCLES
truck, power steering and
SAW
DUST
for
sale.
change your life style
call 753-%75 after 5:30. Someone needed in
436 5570 after 5 pm. Free
Shoemaker
Lumber Co.,
ATV THREE wheel drive brakes, air, 52,000 miles, estimates.
for the better.
113-7411 (ultimo)
$2500. 753-9507.
automotive parts
McKenzie, Tn.(901) 352-5777.
Honda 90. Call 489-2570.
1973 CJ5, REAL sharp. MITCHELL BLACKTOP
STANLEY METAL clad
department. Salary
1975
HONDA
GL
1000.
Call
411=1111.1HIMITIMMIIMM16. 753-8019.
PING, driveways and small
Phone 436-2524 or 753-7656.
door,
$90.
20
gallon HOUSE AND shop building
plus commission plus
jobs a speciality, also pat.
SURROUNDED BY nature!
aquarium, fully equipped,
1971 GMC PICKUP, 34 ton, Ching and
Adv•rtls•rs
are
1977
750
approximately
and
five
on
HONDA,
seal coating. 753
Sunshine,
LOTS
of
fresh
air, spring!
other fringe benefits.
Chippendale $30. 436-2165.
Chinese
474-2384.
one half acres only 500' from Home has 4 bedrooms, and extras, 7,700 miles. 436-2547.
1537.
requested to check the
27.
MOB.
Send resume to P. 0.
HOME
SALES
Cost,
Sofa, like new.
KY lake at Cypress Creek located on 5 acres. Home was 1978 HONDA 750K, 450 miles, 1979 34 TON FORD pickup, MOBILE HOME, anchors,
first. Mprtion of ads for
power locking rear end, Vt underpinning, roofs
Box 32,11.
$600, will sell for $200. c' TRAILER FOR sale, gas area Property is desirable heated with 3 ricks of wood 753 5865
sealed,
automatic transmission, full patio awnings and aluminum
heat, air conditioned, must for homesite or can be used this past winter. See today! 1974
This
corrections
NORTON
Call 753-1499 after 5 p.m. see to appreciate. 759-1831
COMMANDO,
power, 8,000 miles, $5600. carports. Call Jack Glover,
tor development of cottages Call
753-1492
or
753
low
mileage, completely
be
will
newspaper
CLEAN UP and washmen.
by
TWO BEDROOM trailer in or mobile homes. John C. 1499...offered
Loretta loaded. call 492 8849 after 5 Call 436-2140.
753-1873 after 6 pm.
Neubauer,
Realtor,
1111 Jobs Realtors.
responsible for only one
Call Walter Byers, 753-1372.
1971 VW VAN, excellent NEED A carpenter? We do
Riveria
Courts.
759-4496
after
pm.
DARK GOLD vinyl couch
or
753-0101
Sycamore
Street,
condition.
Call 759-1657 after paneling, additions or what
EXPERIENCED SEWING and chair, like new,$125. One 6 pm.
Incorrect Insertion ANY
60 YAMAHA, EXCELLENT
5 pm.
machine operators. Apply in round table and 4 matching 12 X 65, 1969 JETLINER, 3 call Bob Rodgers at 753-7116
have you. Call 436-2516.
condition. 5275. 753.953
SHOULD
BE
ERROR
Ainley
Auction
person,
&
51.
CAMPERS
Calloway chairs, bamboo yellow wood bedroom. 436-5659.
OUTSIDE
AND
inside
REPORTED INVAEDIATEL Manufacturing
Company, with orange leather seats, 28. MOB. HOME RENTS
FREE!
NEW
Realty Sales
A NE painting, deck and patio°
49. USED CARS
111
Poplar
St.,
Murray.
good
automatic
awning
condition,
UNLIT
on
COI
RUSSET
all
construction
$100. French FOR RENT' 10 X 55, 2
and
home
Y SO, PLEASE CHECK
1971 BUICK SKYLARK, air,
Auctioneer RealtorProvincial
piano,
maple bedroom, all electric mobile
mag wheels, new paint job, Starcraft travel trailers and repairs. Call 436•5570 after 5
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
Appraiser
5th
Wheels.
wood, good condition. $400. home on private lot. Call
Sold
pm.
through
Free
estimates.
Call
$1000.
753-2768
after 5
Ben
Pb.:901 ,479-298E
479-3713
March 31St. White's Camper PLUMBING AND heating
753-2753 or 753-2922.
AND NOTIFY US PROMPNix, 753-3785 after 5 pm
pm.
South Fulton Tenn
Sales located 4 miles east of and household appliances
FREEZER SALE, 23 foot THREE BEDROOM
TLY IN CASE OF AN
CAPRICE
1977
CLASSIC,
4
trailer,
on Highway 94. 753- repaired, 24 hour service,
Murray
chest,5349.88, 19 foot upright, 5 miles east of
door, low mileage, power
Murray. Cali
ERROR
0605.
5289.88, 18 foot chest, $288, 16 753-0187.
call 382.2442 days or nights or
brakes, steering, and air, tilt
foot upright, $288. 10 foot
14 FOOT TRAVEL trailer, 382 2791 days.
wheel, AM-FM 8 track
chest, 5209.88, Montgomery
sleeps four, self contained. PAINTING OF all kinds
stereo, plus many more
NICE AND NEW . .
Call 489-2598 after 5 pm.
Ward,753-1966.
804 Chestnut St.
extras. Call 753-4575.
Home or commercial. Cali
FOR RENT
This
3
bedroom,
Pi
FIVE PIECE solid oak
51. BOATS & MOTORS
Aurora Painting, also dry
1973
Part time and full time
CHEVROLET
Everyone is going to the
Trailer,
$158
meper
bedroom suite, antique
bath home is sure to
1978 16' ALUMNICRAFT wall finishing. Call 354-8995.
CAPRICE Classic, 58,000
help. Apply in person
Decor Store for
library table, solid oak desk
th, 2 bedroom. Call
BOAT, Ez•rider trailer. 1964, ROOFING,
miles, new tires, new paint,
EXCELLENT
please both the eye
and chair, Etejere, 2 oak
only.
the epmost in paint and
20 hp Mercury motor also references,
perfect condition
call
Also 2
753-1486
BOYD-IAAI I .
753-8193 after 6 or
and pocketbook. Maintrimmed love seats, and Hot
Min-cota
trolling
35
motor,
Beagles,
between
old
2
years
7
with
am
and 3:30 pm,
wallpaper.
Point washer and dryer. call
5:38.
REAL. ESTATE
$1.100. Call 759-4587 after 5 ask for Shelley.
tenance free home
papers, one male, one
THREE YEAR old company 759-4588 between 10 and 5.
female. Phone 4362260.
Pm.
753-8080
I
WET
BASEMENT? We
with thermopane winWith a fantastic success MATCHING
EARLY
1961 JOHNSON 18 HP out- make wet basements dry,
dows, central electric
record expanding in your American sofa and chair, TWO BEDROOM trailer in
board motor, 5300. 753.2762 work completely guaran
Prof esaiona I Sen.ices
Riveria Courts. 759-4496 after
if- area. Looking for a few key good condition, 753-6209
heating and cooling
after 4 pm.
teed.. Call or write Morgan
With The Friendly Touch"
6 pm.
between 6 and 10 PM.
people. Experience in multi
1978 MODEL 19'7" deep V Construction Co., Route 2,
systems and lots of inJUST THE PLACE
TWO
marketing
helpful
BEDROOM
level
mobile
Runabout with 228 hp Box 409 A, Paducah, KY
sulation.
home, 24 X 24 family room
Potential
earnings, first
Tastefully
FOR YOUR FAMILY II
Mercruiser, all aluminum 42001, or call day or night, 1attached. Call 436-2394 after
year, 510-15,000, part time,
decorated
in
neutral
Tandum trailer. Has been 442 7026.
TO CALL HOME. . .
Used Furniture
commisssions, and bonus,
12 noon.
water only one time. 753.4320. WILL DO plumbing, heating
colors. Call us today to
only Ground Floor! For
About 1 mile N. of
Vied Appliances
30. BUS. RENTALS
'The Gas Savers'
14' POLARCRAFT JON boat and air conditioning, repairs
appointment only, phone 753see this choice listing.
Is A Specialty At
Puryear, Tenn. neat 3
SHOPPING CENTER next
and remodeling arountd the
Used T.T.'s
and trailer. Call 753.8500.
3763 or write Frelin Enter.
Phone
753-1r/2
to Murray State University
at
your
home. 753-2211.
home,
frame
bedrm.,
53. SERVICES OFFERED
prizes, P.O. Box 69, Murray,
Inc.
campus has building for rent.
WILL MOW yards Call 753
convenience. We have
KY 42071.
kitrm.,
living
ADDITIONS,
large
EN.
12th & Poplar
Equipped
with gas heat and
216 Se. 5th
CLOSURES,
BABYSITTER
a 24 hour answering
WANTED:
fireplaces, 9210
carpeting,
air conditioning. Call 753-3018
chen,
753-1227
garages, home
building, WILL PAINT houses, inside
for two children, in town.
after 5 pm.
service.
range, exhaust fan;
FREE PARKING!
insurance work new baths or outside. Call 753-5461.
Call during day 753-5609,
31.
WANT
TO
RENT
18. SEWING MACHINES
and kitchens, restorations. 57. WANTED
1972 DATSUN 1200 COUPE.
included.
draperies
48111.1111.111wwm0199mmIL after 5 PM,759-4881.
BEAN GROUND and dark NICE TWO bedroom starter
Murray Remodeling, 753- DOING SPRING cleaning?
Excellc
on. 30 plus
FOR SALE: used Singer
home newly painted and
wood
and/or
Electric
fired
or
air
curred
base.
Call
5167.
mpg
sewing machine, zigzag, and
y call 753Murray Headstart would be
pannelled
inside,
near
435-4429.
approx.
1
On
heat.
I,
I
1916
aft
.
all regular attachments, full
753.6331.
APPLIANCE REPAIR. All glad to accept useablentems
hospital_ Move in for $18,000.
cash price. $39.95, sews 32. APTS. FOR RENT
makes
models. for their rummage sale,
and
1978 DODGE MAGNUM XE,
acre blacktop road.
John C. Neubauer, 1111
perfect, fully guarenteed.
Refrigerator and air con- April 7th Call 759 4887, 759
low mileage, call 753.9022
THREE BEDROOM duplex, Sycamore Street, phone 753High 20's. BoydCall Martha Hopper, 354ditioning
All
work 1664, 753-0684, or 753-0762.
all kitchen appliances fur- (3101, Bill !Nilson 759 4985
after 3 pm and ask for Rick
6521.
Majors Real Estate,
guaranteed. Call 753-0762 WANTED. USED four and
nished, central heat, near
Hall.
anytime.
University. Call 753-7947.
19. FARM EQUIP.
five horsepower Briggs an0
FOR SALE:
105 N. 12th St.
1973 Chevy
wagon, low mileage, four BACK HOE WORK, septic Stratton tiller motors Will
TWO BEDROOM apartment.
B ALICE Chambler, wide
tanks, gravel and dirt pay tops. Call 436 2418 after
Stove, refrigerator, water
front end, 3 point hookup. 489
WE COULD go on and on new tires, very good con
hauling. 7S3-58011 or 753.5706. Pm
furnished. Central heat and
2104
about this charming home in dition. Call 753-8333.
air.
1414
Vine
Street.
friendly
neigh
quiet,
a
FARM TRUCK for sale. 1958
Serry-"We Service Only What We Sell"
borhood. .3 bedrooms, large
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
Chevrolet, 60 series, two
den with woodburning stove,
SALE Of NEW TOOLS a MISC. MERCHANDISE
speed axle and dump. Call
ROOM FOR rent. 753.3582.
central gas heat and much,
492-8621.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
much more _call 753-1492 or
NEW
3600 FORD DIESEL tractor, FOUR
BEDROOM, 21/2
437 4446 ..offered by Loretta
780 hours with 16" plows, 71
/
2 baths, carpeted, lots of exRealtors
Jobs
foot bushog disc, wheel type, tras,
$225 per month. Call
2 row cultivator, new Holland
Saturday, March 30, 1979
Woodsmen of World Building, blerrry, Ky.
753.8333.
Prof,ms moil Services
tobacco setter, wagon,
Purdom & Thurman
With The Fnendly Toach"
TWO BEDROOM house,
fertilizer spreader, 250 gallon
INDUSTRIAL-SHOP and POWER TOOLS
unfurnished, in city limits.
fuel tank Will sell separately
THE " COUNTRY
Insurance & Real Estate
Call 753-0293 after 6 PM
or all together. 489-2437.
Heavy Duty Drill Presses, Heavy Duty Steel Band Saw, Bolt Cutters, Electric
a
what
CALLS.
.And
.
Souths,d• Court Square
34. RENT OR LEASE
FIVE
HORSEPOWER
Impact Wrenches, Open End Box End Wrench Set up to 2", 4"-5"-6"-8"
nice place to be when
FREE
Merrily, Kentucky
Gilson tiller. Call 753.1841.
Machinest Bench Vise, Bench Grinders k's H. P.-% H. P.-2 H. P.,/
aline!
to
be
wants
one
3
4"-/
1
2"Elec.
ONE
ROW
Moline with plow
20 MILE
753-4451
Mini
H.D. Drills, Electric Hand Saws, 75 p.c. H.D. Tap & Die Set, 1" Socket Set,
disc and cultivator, excellent
Set on 12 tendable
DELIVERY
condition, call after 6 pm,
Warehouse
Heavy Duty Copper Power Cords 25' to 100'.
acres, this quality
489-2716.
753-0984
Storage Space
home offers 3 bedrrn.,
POND SCOOP 169, 4' box
SOCKET SETS-HAND TOOLS-FARM SUPPLIES
For Rent
blade with ripper teeth 239, 5'
great rm. w/fireplace,
Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, ofOpen End Box End Wrench Set All Kinds, Tool Box full of tools. All sizes. Adj.
box blade with ripper teeth
central
dining,
formal
753-4)58
fices, cottages, mobile home ad ons, and patios, or U.
269, 5 angle blade 159, S'
Wrench 4" to 18", Hydraulic Jacks, Flex Wrench Set, Trouble Lights - Drop
heat & air. Large outdisc, $395 16 trailer, Tan
BUILD, pre cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
Cords, Plier-Screwdriver-and Hand Tool, All Kinds, 12 Pc. Punch and Chisel
dum axle, elect brakes, 8,000 FOR RENT or lease: 5 of.
building.
storage
side
60. Buy the best for less.
lbs. capacity, 5850 All items f ices located at 703 S 4th St.
Sets, Is" & ,02"-Deep Well Sockets, 14", Ns", 14",/
3
4" Socket Sets, Booster
Only $49,900. Boydare new. Call 753-6684 or See 3 For more information, call
Cables,
Wrench,
Torque
Drill
Sets,
Hoist,
Bit
Main
Plumbing Tools, Metric
miles east on 94, northside.
Majors Real Estate,
753-0639 or 753-5287.
Sockets
and
Tool
Tools,
Cementer
Tools,
Boxes,
at
"x 14' Log Chains.
SIX ROW International 37. LIVESTOCK -SUPP.
BOSS
St.
OWN
12th
105 N.
BE YOUR
planter, planted 200 acres, LARGE
HOUSEWARES-GIFT ITEMS
ROUND bales of
. Ideal opportunity
•
good hay loaded on your
to start or expand your
Stainless Steel Waterless Cookware, Cutlery & Knife Set, Hurricane Lamps,
RUSTIC ELEGANCE for
truck Call 247.2889
22. MUSICAL
year around living on trip
own automotive cleanLarge Assortment of Jewelry, Radios, Stainless Steel Tableware, Bibles & Dic38. PETS.SUPPLIES.
lake 25 X 65 square feet of
tionary, Electrical Appliances.
up business with this 3
AKC
REGISTERED tiny t131! lake shore lot
Three
SPIIINT-CONSX/ PIANO Poodle puppies. Call 753-0957. bedrooms
car cleanup shop
ap
and
Amiable ts respond&, Mel
AIR COMPRESSORS-AIR TOOLS
AKC OLD English Sheep dog proximately 1440 square feet
located minutes from
party so said payment bow
puppies, 5125. (901/ 6420312 of living area
Partial
Air
Compressor,
"-1"
Impact Wrench, Orbital Sander, Air Drills, Air
/
3
4
acre
one
Murray on
es. Writs Wino we send
after 4 PM
basement
Morgan
Near
troth. Jeglki MOND, Joplin,
Polisher, Air Hammer, Air Paint Sprayer Guns, I's" Impact Socet Set, la" Air
lot. Phone Kopperud
COON HOUNDS for sale. Boat Dock with its own
Me. 44101.
UKC registered Walkers, 7 private deck. Lake front on
Impact, Air Chisel, Air Grinder, Angle & Straight Air Rachet, /
Realty, 753-1222 for all
3
4" Impact
two sides with glassed in
months old. Call 436 5650.
information.
Socket Set.
the
porch John C. Neubauer,
GREAT DANE puppies, AK
23 EXTERMINATING
TINS 6 A PANTIM MT 01 TM TO 11111010
41111011.111('T TO PUN SW
Realtor, 1111 Sycamore St.,
Priced at only $25,000.
C, 8 weeks, black, Paradise
ILI 11101C11110111
011.11161111
phone 753 0101
Kennels, 753 4106
GOAMINTEIO
NO( I
Caul
Ns accesim
NOTICE ow mar &See Oar sods se sedge esosslast is Vie Pelessee Isisesbe
MINATURE SCHNAUZ
E12
oiwwwwe
renrot
••••••
for sale, AKC registered,
IS
.,Op..
dollOs.eaS
see..eisse,
sees ss *No insets mks illo) sresseil shes sweAlse.
SHOP
5100 753-21113 after 5 pm.
20414 Ante Street
Sale WM Be Conducted By:
43. REAL ESTATE
OFFICE NOUNS
Closed All Day Wed.
DO A little Save a lot! This
house, close to Carter School,
Saturday 7.30 61 5.00
Mond"-Friday 7:10-Noon
needs repair but it's a steal
Vi)
PR1(1 SHAVE 11.25
Vela NAIR CUT
lloC1101seer & Beef Wen leeks.
at 5)1,500...don't wait. Phone
753-1492 or 753 8579 for Int705 W. titets Uses, le.!viten, To. 47041
14665 Greene Strort, Ontsiss, Neb. 61144
hr bi44,11141VIT Wig OM phase tie 153-368S ens day in ud
mediate possession Offered
Mime 402-1144112
10n9 fer 11601)1101-479-11116
van. ltirkwy Pelee Ilerairs.
by Loretta Jobs Realtors

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

n

*
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IITH15 MONTH WE HAVE A FEW
DOLLARS LEFT OVER1 WHO DID
WE FORGET TO PAY?"

NELP
WANTED

\Check
Your
Ad

Help
Wanted

FOR SALE

I

Mr. Gatti's
Pizza

Its I
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping

k

Starks Hardware

Murray
Datsun, Inc.
I604 So. 12th St.

Hodge_ & Son,

"World of Sound"

Only authorized sales and service for Pioneer in this area.
Shop and Compare

222 So. 12th

TOOLS

753-5865

AUCTION

NEW
TOOLS

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

HELP WANTED

Small engine mechanic.
Should have experience and
personal tools. Interested persons may pick up application
Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday, March 27, 28, 29
from 8:004:00 from the office
of Murray Supply Co.

NORNBUCKLE BARBER

pv

Kelley's Termite
A Peltfic atrol

Woodring
Auction

Ainley Auction
8, Realty Sales
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Gene Wesley Yates
Joyce Faye Tharp's Mrs. Jack Newport Mrs. Cecil Smith
Dies At Fulton At
Dies At Hospital;
Funeral Services
Dies Today; Rites
Scheduled Thursday At Hazel Wednesday Services Wednesday The Age Of 49
Mrs. Cecil (Lucille) Smith,
911 North 11th Street, Murray,
died Monday at 3:25 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her death at the age
of 59 followed an illness of a
few days.
The Murray woman was
employed at Boone Laundry &
Cleaners. She and her
husband, Cecil, who survives,
had resided here for about six
months.
Mrs. Smith was a member
of the Calvary Baptist Church,
Hayti, Mo. Born April 16, 1919,
in Arkansas, she was the
daughter of the late William
Hill and Esther Davidson Hill.
Survivors include her
husband; two daughters, Mrs.
Allen (Anna Margaret)
Cunningham, Murray Route 8,
and Mrs. Janie Hefley, Pine
Bluff, Ark.; two sisters, Mrs.
Reva Dent, St. Louis, Mo.,and
Thompson,
Ruby
Mrs.
Loveland, Colo.; one brother,
Loyd Hill, Paragould, Ark.;
three grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the John W. German
Funeral Home, Hayti, Mo.
The body will then be returned
to the Murray Memorial
Gardens, Murray, for interment at 5 p.m. Wednesday.

Garland Woods Dies With Rites Wednesday
Garland
Woods
died
Monday at 4:15 p.m. at his
home on Benton Route 1. He
was65 years of age.
Mr. Woods was a member of
the Nw Home Baptist
Church. Born Nov. 13, 1913, he
was the son of the late
Crawford Woods and Hattie
Riley Woods.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Aline Creason Woods,
Benton Route 1; one daughter,
Mrs. Richard (Garlene )
Towery, Murray Route 2 at
Kirksey ; one son, Gene
Brooks Woods, Aenton Route
1; one sister, Mrs. Genella

Brown, Mayfield Route 5;
three brothers-Acie Woods,
Benton Route 1, Charles
Woods, Melber Route 1, and
Curt Woods, Hickory Route 1;
four grandchildren; two great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
Ira Henderson and the Rev. R.
B. Cope officiating. Burial will
follow in the Brewers Cemtery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

AT PIZZA HUT

PIZZA
%But
441

There are a lot of
good things under
our roof
PIZZA COUPON VALID
MARCH 11, 18, 19

THIS COUPON WORTH

OFF

1
21
17: $2.00
ANY LARGE PIZZA
AT PIZZA HUT

Eat In Or
Carry. g$

VALID MARCH 11, 18, 19

ANL 12th & Chestnut
4k11*
159-4646

PLEASE CALL
30 MIN.
BEFORE FOR
CARRY OUT
ORDERS

77 Oldsmobile &glass
Supremo Branham

Nine passenger, white with
red interior, split seat, tilt,
cruise, AM-FM radio, V-8,
automatic, roof rack, 7,790
miles, power steering &
brakes, and air conditioning.

Beige interior, 43,900 miles,
loaded, split seats, power
seats, power windows,
power door lock, tilt wheel,
cruise. AM-FM radio.

Highway 641
South, Murray
c

Hubert W. Bufford, 90 year
old resident of Benton Route 5,
died Sunday at 7:55 p.m. at the
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.
He was a retired farmer and
a member of the Olive Baptist
Church.
Survivors include his three
daughters, Mrs. Ethel York,
Mrs. Carrie Allen, and Mrs.
Ruby Henson, and two sons,
Lawrence and J. R. Bufford,
all of Benton; 19 grandchildren; 27 great grandchildren; three great great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 1 p.m. at the
chapel of the Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home, Benton,
with the Rev. Ronnie Gunter
and the Rev. Dennis Waters
officiating. Burial will follow
in the Union Ridge Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Human Rights Panel
To Meet Wednesday
The Murray Human Rights
Commission will hold its
meeting at 5:30 p.m. Wednesday, March 28, in the
Council Roam of Murray City
Hall, according to Bill Porter,
commission chairman.
He added that all members
are urged to attend.

All-STATE BAND SELECTIONS - Seven students from the Murray High Band were
recently selected to participate in the Kentucky All-Sta Band at the Kentucky Music
Educators Convention. They are (front left to right) Mary,Ann Roberts,Dana Mansfield
and Sharon Blodgett and back row; Kent Eversmeyer, James Harrison, Robert Johnson,
and Dean Hainsworth. These students will travel to Louisqleion Wednesday March
28th and go into intensive rehearsal for three days in one ofthe two all-state bands,
before performing a concert for the K.M.EA. Convention on Saturday, March 31st.

Thomasma To Speak At UCM
"Ethics for Professionals as
Policy Recommendation" will
be discussed by Dr. David
Thomasma, director of the
Program for Human Values
and Ethics at the University of
Tennessee Center for Health
Sciences, at the United
Campus Ministry Wednesday
luncheon, March 28.
Thomasma, who holds a
Ph.D. in philosophy from
Catholic University and has a

Mrs. Vera S. Arnett of
Murray Route 2, Coles Camp
Ground Community, died
Monday at 1:15 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 83 years of
age and had been ill for two
weeks.
She was the wife of Hadley
Bryan Arnett who died in 1930,
and was a member of the Lone
Oak
Baptist
Primitive
Church. Born Aug. 23, 1895, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Johnson
McCuiston and Frances
Parker McCuiston.
Mrs. Arnett is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Homer
Fred ( Frances) Williams,
Murray Route 2; two sisters,
Mrs. Clarence (Margaret)
Rose, Detroit, Mich.,and Mrs.
Bun ( Betty) Haley, Mayfield;
two grandsons, Donnie
Williams, Mayfield Route 5,
and Harold Williams, Murray
Route 2; one great grandson,
Jacob Levi Williams.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Elder
Arlie L.arimer and the Rev.
Fred French officiating.
Singers will be from the Lone
Oak
Primitive
Baptist
Church.
Pallbearers will be Joe
Parker McCuiston, W. D.
McCuiston, Glen McCuiston,
Phil McCuiston, James Pigg,
and Aubrey Marr. Burial will
follow in the Young Cemetery
near Lynn Grove.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Hog Market

Post-Doctoral Fellow at Yale,
is making several appearances at the Murray State
University campus in conjunction with a Medical Ethics
Workshop.
Dr. Thomasma also plans to
participate in a panel
discussion Tuesday, March 27
at 7:30 p.m. at Mason Hall on
the subject of genetic
engineering. The panel, which
is free is open to any interested person.

The.UCM luncheon will b
held at 12:30 p.m. in th
Ordway Hall Conferenc
Room. Students, faculty, an,
townspeople are welcome t
attend the lunch program
Charge for the informal mea
is $1.25.
For more information abou
the luncheon or other ap
pea rances of Dr. Thomasma
contact the United Campu:
Ministry office at 753-3531.
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Bel-Air Decor
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-3642

Mrs. Vera Arnett
Dies Monday; Rites
Planned Wednesday

Federal-State Market News Service
March 27. 1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 273 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts mostly $100 lower Um steady
$100 lower
US 1-2 200-230 lb..
0111146.75
us 2200-240 lbs
141.0045.30
US 2-3240.350 lb..
1144.0045.10
US 2-4300-230 lbs.
143.004410
Sows
US 1-2 270-330 Its.
140.0041.00
US 1-3 300-45011,,.
1131.0010.00
US 1-3450-500 lb..
140.0040.50
US 1-3 50045010s. 1/0.311-41 Jahn,42.01
US 2-3301402lbs
134.10,11.00
Wars13k11/3310

SOON ONLY
AT
REGULAR
RICE

Aglow mom maw
19 Chevrolet Caprice
Estate Wagon

Gene Wesley Yates, brother
of Mrs. Georgia Johnson of
Murray, died Saturday
evening. He was stricken
suddenly with a heart attack
at his home, 1305 Hillcrest
Drive, Fulton, and died at the
Hillview Hospital, Fulton.
Mr. Yates, 49, was a retired
employee of the A & P
Grocery. He was a member of
the First United Methodist
Church, Fulton, and Water
Valley Masonic Lodge No. 756.
He was a veteran of the
Korean Conflict.
Born Dec. 6, 1929, in Graves
County, he was the son of Lucy
Crawford Yates, who survives, and the late Reuben
Yates.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Dorotha Roach Yates, to
whom he had been married for
nine years; his mother, Mrs.
Lucy C. Yates, Water Valley;
one daughter, Miss Karen
step
Erlanger;
Yates,
daughter, Mrs. Don Huffstetler, Memphis, Tenn.; step
son, Terry Young, Union City,
Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs.
Georgia Johnson, Murray,
and Mrs. Dorothy Johnson,
Water Valley; two step
grandchildren.
The funeral was held
Monday at 3 p.m.at the chapel
of the Hornbeak Funeral
Home, Fulton, with the Rev.
Gordon Henderson and the
Rev. Paul McAdoo officiating.
Pallbearers were Dee
Yates, Odell Sullian, Jerry
Stewart, Jimmy Lowry, Elson
McGuire, and Milford Jobe.
Burial was in the Bethlehem
Cemetery near Pilot Oak.

airicircriar

Mrs. Jack ( Willie) Newport
of Route 1, Puryear, Tenn.,
died this morning at 1:30 at
the Puryear Nursing Horne.
She was 80 years of age.
She was a member of the
Hazel Baptist Church. Born
June 5, 1898, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter
of the late Cami Taylor and
Dora James Taylor.
Mrs. Newport is survived by
her husband, Jack Newport,
Route 1, Puryear, Tenn.; one
son, Richard Newport and
wife, Evelyn, Memphis,
Tenn.; one grandson, Jimmy
Newport, Atlanta, Ga.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
Hazel Baptist Church with the
Rev. Paul Dailey and the Rev.
James T. Garland officiating.
Mrs. Oneida White will be
organist and soloist.
Active pallbearers will be
Robinson, Johnny
Rex
Balentine, Wallace Lassiter,
Jerry Newport,Frank Turner,
and Jesse Latimer. Honorary
pallbearers will be deacons of
the Hazel Baptist Church.
Burial will follow in the
Hazel Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Home, Hazel, where
friends may call until the
funeral hour.

The funeral for Ms. Joyce
Faye Tharp will be held
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
Great Antioch Baptist Church,
Fulton, where she was a
member, with the Rev. Floyd
Green officiating. Burial will
follow in the Greenlee
Cemetery there with the
arrangements by the Rutledge
Funeral Home of Murray.
Visitation will be at the
church at Fulton after 4 p.m.
on Wednesday where the
family hour will be from 7 to 8
p.m. on Wednesday.
Ms. Tharp, 29, was found
dead behind the Park Avenue
Baptist Church, Paducah, less
than 30 hours after her aunt,
Lula Tharp, also of Paducah,
reported her missing to the
Paducah Polie Department at
8 a.m. Friday. An investigation by Paducah
authorities is continuing in her
death.
The young woman resided
at 503-F Highland Boulevard,
Paducah, and was employed
with the Union Carbide
Corporation,
Nuclear
Division, Paducah. Her aunt
reported her missing after she
could not be roused by
telephone. She received her B.
S. degree in elementary
education from Southern
Illinois University, Carbondale, Ill.
Born Feb. 15, 1950, in
Fulton, she was the daughter
of Vernell Tharpe and Ocie
Crumble Tharp. She has many
relatives and friends in
Murray and Calloway County.
Survivors include her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Vernell
Tharpe, Fulton; one daughter,
Debbie, 10, Fulton; one sister,
Renee Cross, Fulton; three
brothers, Vernell, Jr., and
Egbert,
Paducah, and
Thomas, Fulton; grandmother, Lucille Crumble,
Fulton; grandfather, Cal
Tharpe, Fulton; aunt, Lula
Tharp. Paducih; uncle,
Woody
L.
Crumble,
Louisville; three nephews.

Hubert W. Bufford
Dies At Age Of 90

WIN

FREE!
WORLD'S
LARGEST
TOY FILLED
EASTER
BUNNY!
Co4osaal EASTER BUNNY is
filled to It,. br.rn Atth excit
ing toys lot gals sod boys.

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY,'
STOP IN AND RU OUT

Prepasted Strippable
Wallpaper
In Stock

Latex House
Paint
For Wood
or Masonry
Surfaces

mew Allow allow ANIIINF

INOtir

TI Malibu

78 Moats Carlo

75 V.W. Rabbit

78 Naha, Firebird

78 Nava Custom

Four door, one owner,
beige with brown interior,
16,000 miles, V-6, power
steering and brakes, air
conditioner.

One owner, gold with black
interior, 38,112 miles,
power steering, power
brakes,air conditioner.

Green, black intericr,
52,800 miles. automatic
transmission, air.

Dark blue, white interior,
one owner, 23,162 miles,
power steering, power
brakes, rally wheels.

Bright red, red interior,
8,200 miles, small V-8,
power steering, power
brakes, air conditioner,
AM-FM radio.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET Inc.

78 Caloric' Classic
Four door, beige with
camel cloth interior, 18,791
miles, power windows and
door locks, tilt, cruise, AMFM tape, rear window
defogger, power steering
and brakes, air conditioner.

Telephone
753-2617

